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Abstract
Productive struggle is a necessary and important part of mathematics learning, occurring when
students engage, grapple, and make sense of mathematical ideas and relationships that are not yet
apparent. Teachers play a vital role in creating and facilitating opportunities for student struggle,
and frameworks have been developed to describe how students struggle in mathematics and how
teachers typically respond. However, a better understanding of how teachers respond to students
in different classes would help ensure all students are receiving the same opportunities to
experience productive struggle. I used the existing frameworks of productive struggle and
cognitive demand of tasks to characterize what an episode of struggle looks like in high school
mathematics in terms of the type of task used, the student struggle, the teacher response, the
outcome of the struggle, and the impact on cognitive demand. Analysis showed a statistically
significant relationship existed between the productive struggle elements: struggle and response,
struggle and outcome, response and outcome, response and cognitive demand, and the elements
outcome and cognitive demand. For all teachers, probing guidance and affordance responses
were more likely to lead to productive outcomes when compared to telling and directed guidance
responses. Strong correlations were found between the response, outcome and cognitive demand
variables. Interestingly, no statistically significant differences existed in the struggle, response,
and outcome variables when comparing On-Level and Honors/AP teachers. The results of the
study provide mathematics educators with important and relevant information about productive
struggle, the impact of specific responses, and how equal opportunities are being given to all
students.
Keywords: productive struggle, mathematics teachers, teacher response
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Mathematics education in the United States has been on a roller coaster of change for the
better part of the last 100 years. Over this 100-year time period, philosophical shifts have
impacted the curriculum and the way mathematics is taught in schools. Much of these ups,
downs, turns, and changes are based upon two differing opinions about the best way to learn
math. Schoenfeld (2004) tells us, “Traditionalists fear that reform-oriented, ‘standards-based’
curricula are superficial and undermine classical mathematical values; reformers claim that such
curricula reflect a deeper, richer view of mathematics than the traditional curriculum” (p. 253).
In my experience observing teachers, I see most teachers cling to traditional methods. While
direct instruction and other traditional methods have value, opportunities for learning may be
missed. “The problem with this instruction is that students are often learning how to follow
procedures with limited understanding of when to use them and why the algorithm is performed
in the way it has been taught” (Dutko, 2015, p. 71).
Some might even boil the debate down to the simplest form as a “conflict between
conceptual and procedural approaches to mathematics study” (Davison & Mitchell, 2008, p.
143). Advocates of traditional methods see value in problem solving, and problem-solving
advocates embrace the role that fact fluency and procedural fluency have. Socially and
politically, the issue seems to be polarizing. However, while both sides agree the other has its
place, the depth and amount of time spent on the differing approaches continues to be a hot topic.
One of the important aspects of success on either side of the issue is struggle. The
literature shows struggle can play a significant contribution to impactful learning (Dweck, 2010;
Warshauer, 2014). While the importance of struggle has been thoroughly investigated, specifics
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of how different teachers respond to students in episodes of struggle remains unknown. What
role does the teacher play in helping students embrace and learn from struggle? Has struggle
been shown to contribute to success in learning and has the importance of struggle amongst
different teachers been investigated? Have other concepts, which are similar to struggle, been
investigated? These are the questions which shape my research interests. There is a gap in the
research as to how different teachers respond to students when teaching different groups of
students. For example, if students are separated into classes based upon previous success, do AP
or Honors teachers respond to students in the same ways an On-Level teacher may respond?
I see struggle as an important piece of all types of mathematics and serves a role within
all philosophies and styles of teaching. Students deserve the same opportunities no matter who
their teacher is or what level of students are in their class section. All stakeholders need to be
aware and educated on the topic. This study aims to address the issue of how different teachers
respond to students placed in different classes.
Research Questions
1. What does an episode of struggle look like in high school mathematics in terms of the
type of task used, the student struggle, the teacher response, the outcome of the struggle,
and the impact on cognitive demand?
2. Does a statistically significant relationship exist between the productive struggle
elements: task, struggle, response, outcome, cognitive demand?
3. What, if any, statistically significant differences exist between the productive struggle
elements: task, struggle, response, outcome, and cognitive demand when comparing OnLevel and Honors/AP mathematics teachers?
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Purpose and Significance
The research is significant for many different groups of educators. Mathematics teachers
will benefit from the study in a way that encourages them to reflect on their own practice. After
seeing the results, teachers can look for ways to improve themselves in the ways they respond to
students during episodes of struggle no matter the level of students in which they are interacting
with. Administrators and academic coaches can use the findings to influence how they examine
teachers and their interactions with students during episodes of struggle. The administrators and
coaches will be better informed in what to look for from teachers in different classes when they
respond to students during episodes of struggle. The next group to benefit from the research will
be parents and community members. Many members of this group may not understand the
purpose and power of teacher response in episodes of struggle. Lastly, if teachers and
administrators can benefit from the research, then students should also be able to benefit. When
teachers improve their practice by better understanding the importance and impact of student
struggle, students can benefit from the improvements in teaching practice. The research I
conducted can help teachers be more involved in encouraging appropriate struggle for students in
all classes. The last area this research will significantly contribute to is tracking debate. The
results will inform any potential benefits and disadvantages to how students are grouped by
different class sections.
The purpose of my research is to explore productive struggle, its presence in mathematics
education, and the role teachers play. The idea of struggle in the classroom, is broadly seen as a
delay in structure or a pause in the learning process. Throughout the research I refer to
productive struggle as a process of developing strong habits of mind through problem solving
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(Warshauer, 2014). The search for answers is done in a way that encourages yet does not
necessarily require the learner to arrive at an immediate and correct, short term answer.
Definitions of Relevant Terms
Ability Grouping – “Students are organized into groups within classes” (Loveless, 1998, p. 5).
Advanced Placement (AP) – “AP courses are rigorous, college-level classes in a variety of
subjects that give students an opportunity to gain the skills and experience colleges recognize”
(College Board, 2018).
Case Study – Inquiry “in which the researcher develops and in-depth analysis of a case, often a
program, event, activity, process, or one or more individuals” (Creswell, 2014, p. 14).
Cognitive Demand of Task - Level of memory and attentional resources required to process a
task, categorized in ways below (Stein, 1998).
Memorization - Previously learned facts, rules, formulas, or definitions (Stein, 1998).
Procedures Without Connections - Use of the procedure either is specifically called for or
is evident from prior instruction (Stein, 1998).
Procedures With Connections - Focuses students’ attention on the use of procedures for
the purpose of developing deeper levels of understanding of mathematical concepts and
ideas (Stein, 1998).
Doing Mathematics - Require complex and nonalgorithmic thinking (Stein, 1998)
Cognitive Dissonance - “the existence of dissonance, being psychologically uncomfortable, will
motivate the person to try to reduce the dissonance and achieve consonance” (Festinger, 1957, p.
3).
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Common Core State Standards Initiative – “The standards were created to ensure that all
students graduate from high school with the skills and knowledge necessary to succeed in
college, career, and life, regardless of where they live” (CCSSI, 2017).
Conceptual Understanding – “Conceptual understanding refers to an integrated and functional
grasp of mathematical ideas. Students with conceptual understanding know more than isolated
facts and methods. They understand why a mathematical idea is important and the kinds of
contexts in which is it useful” (National Research Council, 2001, pg. 118-119).
Constructivism - a belief that knowledge is generally constructed rather than discovered (Stake,
1995).
Deliberation – The result of an internal process where the individual attempts to reconcile
differences (solve problems) that exist between an ideal and actual state of affairs (Roth, 1997, p.
29).
Disequilibrium – A conflict between new ideas and current conceptions (Piaget, 1970).
Episode of Struggle - Situations or interactions with a student or students experiencing a
struggle. Episodes are initiated by a student or teacher in which the student experiences an
impasse with the natural progression of a task or lesson. An episode is concluded when the
student is able to progress through the struggle or simply stops.
Georgia Standards of Excellence – The State Board of Education approved standards for English
Language Arts (ELA ) and Mathematics, based on the Common Core State Standards Initiative
(CCSSI) (GSE, 2018).
Growth Mindset - A belief that intelligence is not fixed (Dweck, 2010).
Honors Classes– A class setting comprised of similarly high achieving students learning the
same standards as On-Level classes but with more depth and rigor.
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Lesson – A plan put in my place by a teacher describing the intended actions of the teacher and
students to accomplish the learning goals for the students.
Math Wars: The controversy and debate between traditional and reformed mathematics
instruction started (Schoenfeld, 2004).
On-Level – A class setting comprised of similar students that have move through the curriculum
at the originally intended pace intended pace.
Outcome of Struggle - The resolution from the interactions of an episode of struggle, categorized
in ways below (Warshauer, 2014).
Productive – a successful result that maintained the intended goals and cognitive demand
of the task (Warshauer, 2014)
Productive at a Lower Level – a successful result accomplished by reducing or removing
the struggle or making the task easier (Warshauer, 2014)
Unproductive – an unsuccessful result (Warshauer, 2014)
Pragmatism – A belief that the world is not one absolute unity (Creswell, 2013).
Problem Solving – “Confronting a situation that does not have a ready answer — not merely
doing exercises which can be completed using known procedures” (Schoenfeld, 2018).
Productive Failure – A teaching strategy that reverses a traditional method of direct instruction
followed by exploration and interaction. Students first explore and struggle, often to a point of
short-term failure, before receiving direct instruction (Kapur, 2008).
Productive Persistence – Students put forth effort during challenges and use effective strategies
(Carnegie Foundation, 2017).
Productive Struggle – A process of developing strong habits of mind through problem solving
(Warshauer, 2014).
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Reform Instruction – One side of the math wars debate; “appropriate project work; group and
individual assignments; discussion between teacher and students and among students; practice on
mathematical methods; and exposition by the teacher” (NCTM, 1989, p. 10).
Response – The way a teacher communicates to a student or students to address their struggle,
categorized by the interactions in the ways below (Warshauer, 2014).
Telling - Supplying information; Correcting an error (Warshauer, 2014)
Directed Guidance - Redirect student thinking; Narrow down possibilities for action;
Direct an action (Warshauer, 2014)
Probing Guidance - Ask for reasons and justification (Warshauer, 2014)
Affordance - Ask for detailed explanation; Build on student thinking (Warshauer, 2014)
Rigor - “The result of work that challenges students' thinking in new and interesting ways”
(Sztabnik, 2015).
Struggle – A delay in structure or a pause in the learning process; Situations or interactions with
a student or students experiencing a struggle, categorized in ways below (Warshauer, 2014).
Getting Started - Confusion regarding what task is asking (Warshauer, 2014)
Carry Out a Process - Unable to progress on a problem due to inability to use or process
a formulated representation, carry out an algorithm, or recall needed facts or formula
Uncertainty in Explaining and Sense Making - Difficulty in explaining or making sense
of their work (Warshauer, 2014)
Express Misconceptions and Errors - Misconception related to mathematical content in
problem (Warshauer, 2014)
Task - Require students to think conceptually and stimulates students to make connections
(Stein, 1998).
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Tracking – “A practice in high schools where students were grouped into separate curriculum
tracks; the grouping of students by ability between classes, a strategy common in middle and
high schools” (Loveless, 1998, p. 8).
Traditional Instruction: A classic approach when a teacher delivers content through
examples and students repeat; Students watch a teacher perform a set of
procedures and then repeat for mastery (Schoenfeld, 2004).
Personal Motivation for Topic
The motivation I have for exploring, investigating and conducting research on productive
struggle is a first-hand observation of the successes and difficulties within productive struggle
and the impact it can have on students. In my classroom, I used tasks and lessons as
opportunities for open-ended problem solving. In my experience as a teacher, I found that
students ask questions and expect an answer that gives them the correct answer. The problem
with this course of action is that it does not help the students when they later encounter a similar
difficulty. I found that by letting students struggle first, collaborating with peers, and then
facilitating a process to help see their mistakes, students are then able to take what they learn and
apply it in similar situations. As I see it, struggle can come in a variety of ways. Difficulty
solving problems on the first try, the need for repeated attempts, trying different methods, the
need for collaboration, the process of questioning, the need for prompts, and sometimes even
failure are all forms of struggle. I plan to examine the role and the impact teachers can play in
episodes of productive struggle.
I have seen students with a variety of established mathematical skills from a variety of
backgrounds who succeed; as well as fail within this approach. I see students who flourish
because they can try many methods. The opportunity to explore and experience short term
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failures lets students learn through experience in problem solving and can eventually lead them
to appropriate solutions. The process and experience that comes from the struggle helps students
to develop their own learning throughout the process. In my role as an Instructional Lead
Strategist, I see students who are not able to explore different ideas. Their ideas are hindered by
a lack of opportunity to struggle. These students do not have an understanding of or a belief that
short-term failure can be a good thing. Students are unable to experience the struggle because of
an apparent fear of failing or fear of getting wrong answers. Once students truly believe they are
permitted, and encouraged, to struggle and even fail, they can start to gain confidence and
improve their ability to do mathematics.
I believe all students are capable of learning and meeting all the expectations set forth by
the state standards and the school district. I think that despite the different backgrounds,
experiences, and learning styles, all the students can gain the knowledge expected within each
task or lesson. These beliefs come from the experience I have working with students and
teachers at my school over the last nine years. I have worked with many different groups of
students coming from many different backgrounds and life experiences. While it can be difficult
at times, helping students find their own way of processing knowledge is something I have seen
all students find a way to do. Students reflect upon prior experiences and knowledge. It is
because of these different experiences and the way they gained the previous knowledge that they
can make sense and interpret math in different ways. I think the open-ended style of productive
struggle lets students reflect on their own past experiences in mathematics; as well as life in a
way that can lead to productive learning. Students can explore their own ideas along with the
ideas of others to arrive at their own conceptual learning. The overall process can be hindered by
an unrealistic expectation to immediately arrive at correct answers or a full understanding. The
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actions and the role of the teacher during episodes of struggle are both vital. The role should be
viewed as a facilitator. Within productive struggle opportunities, there needs to be a safe
opportunity for students to reflect and process their own understanding. Learning and
understanding can come from the process of combining their individual experience, the
collaboration with others, and perseverance through a difficult problem-solving process, to
making sense of what they are doing (Schoenfeld, 2009).
Throughout the early stages of my work I continually modified and adapted my ideas.
The following chart describes how I arrived at my research idea. The path shows my own
motivations and how other authors and works impacted my thinking. In the end I was able to
identify an area where I could contribute to the larger body of research. All of these factors
contributed to the resulting case study and each of its elements on productive struggle. Figure 1
shows the thought process I used to develop my conceptual framework.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Failure is instructive. The person who really thinks learns quite as much from his failures as from
his successes. – John Dewey
Introduction to Productive Struggle
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics has made it a priority to incorporate
productive struggle into practice. “Such instruction embraces a view of students’ struggles as
opportunities for delving more deeply into understanding the mathematical structure of problems
and relationships among mathematical ideas, instead of simply seeking correct solutions”
(NCTM, 2014, p. 48). Yet while documents like Principles to Actions clearly show the
importance, many teachers are quick to limit student struggles. “As a result, they jump in to
rescue students by breaking down the task and guiding students step by step through the
difficulties” (NCTM, 2014, p. 48).
In 2010 the focus of education standards began to change with the adoption of the
Common Core State Standards Initiative. “The standards were created to ensure that all students
graduate from high school with the skills and knowledge necessary to succeed in college, career,
and life, regardless of where they live” (CCSSI, 2018). In the Common Core State Standards
Initiative, the first Standard for Mathematical Practice is, “make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them.” Some states have adopted The Common Core State Standards
Initiative (CCSSI, 2018) and some have not. According to the CCSSI (2018) website, “Fortyone states, the District of Columbia, four territories, and the Department of Defense Education
Activity (DoDEA) have adopted the Common Core State Standards.” The direction of education
and its standards for learning have become clear. “In mathematics, this means that students must
develop not only skill efficiency but also more rigorous ways of thinking and reasoning and
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deeper levels of conceptual understanding” (Stein et. al., 2017, p. 1). The current mathematics
educational curriculum trend shows a clear move toward depth and rigor with an emphasis on
efforts and perseverance (Stein, 2008; Dweck, 2010; NCTM, 2014).
Productive struggle has recently been referenced by The National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. NCTM published its landmark document, Principles to Actions, combining
research and practice in an effort to improve teaching and learning practices in mathematics
(NCTM, 2014). The book laid out eight research-based practices essential to quality
mathematics teaching. One of those elements is “Productive Struggle.” Mathematics teaching
practices should, “Support productive struggle in learning mathematics. Effective teaching of
mathematics consistently provides students, individually and collectively, with opportunities and
supports to engage in productive struggle as they grapple with mathematical ideas and
relationships” (NCTM, p. 10, 2014). The book also highlights effective practices for
mathematics teachers, one of which is described as, “support productive struggle in learning
mathematics (NCTM, p. 10, 2014). NCTM summarizes what the teacher and students should be
doing to effectively embrace the practice as a natural part of learning mathematics.
Hiebert and Grouws (2007) define struggle as students’ “effort to make sense of
mathematics, to figure something out that is not immediately apparent,” Productive struggle is
described by Warshauer (2014) as a process of developing strong habits of mind through
problem solving. In this case, as seen in Table 1, struggle is embraced as a natural part of the
learning process (NCTM, 2014). Productive struggle is the positive outcome that follows the
interactions between students and teachers in one or more of three ways; maintains the intended
goals and cognitive demand of the task, supports students’ thinking by acknowledging effort and
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mathematical understanding, or enabled students to move forward in the task execution through
student actions (Warshauer, 2014).
Table 1
Support Productive Struggle in Learning Mathematics, adapted from NCTM, 2014
What are teachers doing?
•

•

•

Anticipating what students might

•

Struggling at times with mathematics

struggle with during a lesson and

tasks but knowing that breakthroughs

being prepared to support them

often emerge from confusion and

productively through the struggle.

struggle.

Giving students time to struggle with

•

Asking questions that are related to

tasks, and asking questions that

the sources of their struggles and will

scaffold students’ thinking without

help them make progress in

stepping in to do the work for them.

understanding and solving tasks.

Helping students realize that

•

Persevering in solving problems and

confusion and errors are a natural part

realizing that is acceptable to say, “I

of learning, by facilitating discussions

don’t know how to proceed here,” but

on mistakes, misconceptions, and

it is not acceptable to give up.

struggles.
•

What are students doing?

•

Helping one another without telling

Praising students for their efforts in

their classmates what the answer is or

making sense of mathematical ideas

how to solve the problem.

and perseverance in reasoning through
problems.
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Students’ struggles have often been interpreted as an undesirable aspect of the learning
process (Warshauer, 2014). Productive struggle aims to capture these situations as learning
opportunities. Students can work to build their own knowledge by reflecting on previous
experiences and exploring new ideas. Within these opportunities, teachers play a role in how
they respond to students. The previous work of Glassmeyer and Roth (2018) analyzed nine
National Board Certified algebra teachers. The findings showed that teachers responding with
telling and directed guidance were less likely to achieve productive outcomes when compared to
teachers responding with probing guidance or affordance. Similar ideas and instructional
practices have been implemented with different names: Productive Failure (Kapur, 2008), and
Productive Persistence (Carnegie Foundation, 2017).
Within the broad context of conceptual development, Hiebert and Grouws (2007)
identified two key teaching features. First, Teachers and Students Attend Explicitly to Concepts.
Second, Students Struggle with Important Mathematics. It is important to articulate the meaning
of the second feature. The referenced struggle comes from the wrestling with ideas that are
within reach but not yet easily attainable. “We use the word struggle to mean that students
expend effort to make sense of mathematics, to figure something out that is not immediately
apparent” (Hiebert, 2007, p. 387). Any difficult problem-solving situation can entail struggle.
“We do not use struggle to mean needless frustration or extreme levels of challenge created by
nonsensical or overly difficult problems” (Hiebert, 2007, p. 387). Productive struggle takes
place when learners are able to persevere through a difficult problem-solving process by making
sense of what they are doing and making mental connections between procedures and concepts.
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Historical Perspective
Productive struggle is a relatively new phrase and its elements are unique. The term has
emerged over the last decade although the concept has a long history in the fields of psychology
and education. The importance of struggle and failure, as a part of the learning process, can be
found by some of the most well-known psychology and education researchers over the last 100
years. Before deeply examining the current relevant literature along with the seminal studies, it
is important to note how many different theorists have referenced some element of struggle in
their work and findings. References to failure (Dewey, 1933), tension (Polya, 1945), cognitive
dissonance (Festinger, 1957), disequilibrium (Piaget, 1970), and Zone of Proximal Development
(Vygotsky, 1978) are all important building blocks of the more recent productive struggle
studies.
One of the first people in education to reference struggle and its importance in learning is
John Dewey. Dewey is commonly known as the father of progressive education. Dewey
stressed the importance of experiential learning throughout many of his works. He saw the
importance of learners being able to learn from their own experiences and how information
relates to what is already known. He saw failure as temporary and part of the process. “failure is
not mere failure. It is instructive” (Dewey, 1933, p. 114). Dewey discussed many applications
of failure within learning and assessment. Failure should be embraced as part of a reflective
process. The experience shows what not to do in an effort to lead into what should actually be
done. “The path of least resistance and least trouble is a mental rut already made. It requires
troublesome work to undertake the alteration of old beliefs” (Dewey, 1933, p. 136). Dewey was
a pioneer for many reasons. Most notably was his recognition of the process. The experience of
the learning is what is important.
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One of the most influential people in the history of mathematics learning is George
Polya. In 1945 Polya published his book, How to Solve It, which was instrumental in the area of
problem solving. Polya identified four basic steps that encompass the problem-solving process.
The four steps include understanding the problem, devising a plan, carrying out the plan, and
looking back. Along with the outlined process of problem solving, Polya elaborates on the
importance of in-depth thought and reflection. “if it challenges your curiosity and brings into
play your inventive faculties, and if you solve it by your own means, you may experience the
tension and enjoy the triumph of discovery” (Polya, 1945 p. 17). Here, Polya mentions the
challenge of difficult problem solving. He notes that a challenge to learners can often bring out
the best results. The struggle that accompanies challenging problems emphasizes the importance
of tension, and in the end, the triumph of discovery.
Internally, mathematical problem solving requires a certain amount of reflection (Polya,
1945). Reflection on problem solving comes in the way of examining past experiences with
teachers, peers, objects, and the previous knowledge gained from problem solving. By
reflecting, a learner can examine their own methods in an attempt to find an answer. The process
of reflection is where the struggle takes place. The struggle impacts motivation, which also has a
role in problem solving. Within motivation, is deliberation, an internal process which follows a
problem-solving approach. “The individual attempts to reconcile differences (solve problems)
that exist between an ideal and actual state of affairs. The individual is motivated towards a
particular behavior due to the conflict or tension that arises from these differences” (Roth, 1997,
p. 29). The internal thoughts with respect to motivation and deliberation formulate ideas to
produce potential solutions. “Only such problems come back improved whose solutions we
passionately desire, or for which we have worked with great tension; conscious effort and
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tension seem to be necessary to set the subconscious work going” (Polya, 1945, p. 198). Today,
the work of Polya is still relevant and elements of his work can be found in the way entire
curriculums are written. His impact on the teaching of mathematics continues to be found in
classrooms around the world.
In 1957 Leon Festinger proposed his theory of cognitive dissonance which he described
as “the existence of dissonance, being psychologically uncomfortable, will motivate the person
to try to reduce the dissonance and achieve consonance” (Festinger, 1957, p. 3). The use of the
word uncomfortable in this quote can be specifically tied to struggle. The motivation caused by
this uncomfortable feeling can relate to the dissonance between reality of previous knowledge
and the goal of the end solution. The learner will naturally attempt to reduce this uncomfortable
feeling through continuous attempts to solve the problem.
Cognitive dissonance can be seen as an antecedent condition which leads to activity
oriented toward dissonance reduction just as hunger leads toward activity oriented toward
hunger reduction. It is a very different motivation from what psychologists are used to
dealing with but, as we shall see, nonetheless powerful (Festinger, 1957, p. 3).
Similar to cognitive dissonance, Piaget (1970) discussed how the experience of
disequilibrium could move someone toward a new understanding. When something does not
make sense, a person tries to adapt. A person will assimilate and try to use existing schemes
used to interpret the information. They might also accommodate by creating new scheme or alter
existing ones to understand the new information (Piaget, 1970).
Cognitive dissonance is still present in mathematics and problem solving today. In a
letter by NCTM President Linda M. Gojak, she said, “Students are likely to begin their work
with some cognitive dissonance. By thinking through what they already know and can use,
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trying an approach, considering whether an answer is reasonable, and sharing their thinking with
classmates, students not only make sense of what they are doing, but also develop their own
understanding of the mathematics” (Gojak, NCTM, 2012).
Public policy and politics have had a strong influence on education curriculum. Through
policy changes, there seems to always be a demand for change starting with mathematics
curriculum. While a change began to take place in the 1960’s and 1970’s, the idea and
importance of struggle remained constant. The importance of challenging students and setting
high expectations remained. In 1978, the work of Russian Lev Vygotsky started to take center
stage. Vygotsky spent his time working on what would be described as the Zone of Proximal
Development. The Zone of Proximal Development stresses the importance of surrounding
learners with situations that are slightly outside their current developmental zone. By pushing
learners and surrounding them with higher level learning environments, learners will naturally
move toward the next zone. “The distance between the actual developmental level as determined
by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through
problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (Vygotsky,
1978, page 86).
Today Vygotsky and his Zone of Proximal Development can be found in many classroom
learning environments. In its most basic form, we see it in the way we challenge students by
increasing rigor. “The notion of a zone of proximal development enables us to propound a new
formula, namely that the only "good learning" is that which is in advance of development”
(Vygotsky, 1978, page 89). The now commonly used word, ‘rigor’ can be directly tied to
Vygotsky. In an article written for “Edutopia” A New definition of Rigor, Brian Sztabnik defines
rigor as, “the result of work that challenges students' thinking in new and interesting ways”
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(2015). Vygotsky and his Zone of Proximal Development can be found rooted in many
educational buzz words. The common thread amongst them is struggle.
Vygotsky believed that working in groups could play another important role in the
learning process. The social aspect of groups and the collaborative sharing of ideas can be seen
as a reference to struggle. Students are forced to examine the positives and negatives before
arriving at a possible solution. His work was an important precursor to metacognition. In
Metacognition and Theory of Mind, Papaleontiou-Louca tells us that, “Vygotsky’s influence on
metacognitive theory has primarily been effected through his discussion of transference from
other regulation to self-regulation” (Papaleontiou-Louca, 2008, p. 9). When considering
“struggle” one can see the how internal thought is not only important in the way of self-reflection
but is also affected by the presence of others. “So many of our cognitive acts are initially
experienced in social settings, but in time, the results of such experiences become internalized
(Papaleontiou-Louca, 2008, p. 9)”. In other words, metacognition is an internal process but it is
rooted in social experiences.
The political environment of the 1980’s placed significant emphasis on improving math
and science scores. A Nation at Risk created a moral panic that included many changes in
American schools (Goldstein, 2014). Specifically, it increased the importance of student
assessment. For most Americans, their vision included standardized testing as the means to
assess. Approaches based in facts, algorithms, and teaching to tests increased. These approaches
differed greatly from the work of people like Alan Schoenfeld. He was a believer in problem
solving and often cited the works of Polya. In 1985 Schoenfeld published, Mathematical
Problem Solving, in which, he noted, “So much emphasis is placed on precision, and so many
empirical hints are provided for making sure that constructions look good, that students are given
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the impression that accuracy is the primary determinant of a construction’s correctness”
(Schoenfeld, 1985, p. 374).
Problem solving and emphasis on conceptual understanding is built from some of the
beliefs of Vygotsky. Problem solving requires reflection and metacognition. Vygotsky was a
pioneer of constructivism and showed the importance of social interactions. In the classroom
elements of Vygotsky can be seen through group work. Group work lets students build off of
each other’s ideas. The discussions help them to navigate through wrong approaches in search
for the correct one. “A Vygotskean perspective suggests that the “internal dialogues” of
competent problem solvers result from their having internalized aspects of the cooperative
problem-solving sessions in which they had been engaged” (Schoenfeld, 1985, p. 144). The
internal dialogues, followed by cooperative collaboration sessions, can be seen as opportunities
for struggle. Similarly, cognitive incongruity (Hatano, 1988) assists with the development of
reasoning skills that contribute to a conceptual understanding. Learners are forced to reflect on
the process in a way that searches for correctness by weighing different options and the potential
to arrive at an appropriate solution. Learning is described as a process that is challenging and
takes place both internally, as well as socially.
There are many other places where one can find ties to struggle and its place in learning.
Druckman and Bjork (1994) found that when training others, it was important to let others learn
from their failures and miscues, “In general, people learn by making and correcting mistakes.
“In that sense, making errors during a training can be viewed as an important part of subjective
experience” (Druckman & Bjork, 1994, p. 72). Similarly, Hiebert (2007), continually references
many authors in a collection of quotes about when and where struggle has been referenced.
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Brownell and Sims (1946) argued, like Dewey, that students must have
opportunities to “muddle through” (p. 40) in the process of resolving problematic
situations rather than conditioning students through repetition.

More recently,

Hiebert & Wearne (2003) stated, “all students need to struggle with challenging
problems if they are to learn mathematics deeply. (as cited in Hiebert 2007, p. 6)
All of these references show that even with differing educational philosophies, no matter where
you fall in math wars debate, and no matter what your teaching style is, there is an important role
for struggle as a valuable part of the learning process.
Seminal Studies
A recent and significant study in the area of struggle comes from Manu Kapur. He
introduces the idea of, “Productive Failure” as a method of learning (2008). Productive failure
consists of problem solving with little provided structure. Students in eleventh-grade science
were given the opportunity to work with ill structured problems. After the opportunity to
explore, students were then given a direct instruction type of lesson. Kapur’s study from 2008
showed that failure can be extremely productive. The study showed that many students
struggled and often discovered incorrect solutions. However, although the struggle led to these
incorrect solutions and even failure, there was significant learning that took place.
Kapur recognizes there is evidence to the use of structures and guidance in
learning. However, his research set out to show that by removing those structures, an important
lesson in failure could emerge. The work could show that a more conceptual understanding was
taking place. The data from his work showed that students who participated in problem solving
with less structure performed better than students in the control group, comprised of students
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solving problems with more structure. Both results came from a post-test focused on conceptual
understanding of the eleventh-grade science content (Kapur 2008).
In 2009, Kapur completed a quasi-experimental study similar to his previous original
work. The new study was with seventh-grade mathematics students in Singapore. The study
focused on the difference between a traditional lecture and example set of lessons versus a
productive failure method. Both were then followed by a comprehensive lesson at the end of the
two-week unit. The study found that while students struggled to the point of failure during the
productive failure portion, students were able to explore different possibilities. The exploration
led to better test results in the control group on the post-test (Kapur 2009). The study is an
example that disproves traditional claims that letting students fail is a waste of time. Kapur
(2009) found that lessons can have a greater impact on student learning and conceptual
understanding if they are engaged in some sort of struggle or failure with the same topic.
In 2014, Hiroko Warshauer examined the level of struggle that is appropriate for
maximizing learning. She sought to answer many questions on how teachers responded to
students’ struggles, and what types of responses appear to be productive in leading to student
understanding. In the middle school classroom, students typically ask questions and seek
answers from the teacher. Some of the students need help in a way that gets them to a level they
can then work through the struggle on their own. However, if students are given too much
support, they may miss out on the learning aspect of the struggle and never grasp the connections
or meaning. Warshauer (2014) built on the premise that, “deeper learning can occur at sites
where impasse or difficulty arises” (p. 378).
Warshauer (2014) found that students struggled in one of four ways, getting started,
carrying out a process, uncertainty in explaining and sense-making, or an expression of a
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misconception or error. She also found that teachers typically responded in one of four ways,
telling, directed guidance, probing guidance and affordance. The results showed that teachers
tried to balance the level of tolerance from the students with the need to be directed to overcome
the struggle. The results also showed there were impasses that required the teacher to reference
previous knowledge so students could proceed. Another key finding was the impact of
encouraging effort. It “provided positive reinforcement for engagement without the student
worrying about whether the result was right or wrong” (Warshauer, 2014, 396).
In another study, Warshauer (2015) found strategies for promoting productive struggle.
Teachers can promote productive struggle by doing things like asking questions, encouraging
reflection, giving time for students to work through the struggle, and acknowledging that
struggle is an important part of the process (Warshauer, 2015). Overall, the findings of both
reiterated, struggling to make sense of the math is a natural part of the learning process
(Warshauer 2014).
Granberg (2016) examines the errors in problem solving that lead to productive
struggle. Data were gathered through conversations, computer activities, and post-interviews.
The results showed students made many errors that lead to wrong solutions and new information
that was false. However, there were also students who were able to struggle productively and
construct new correct knowledge. Furthermore, learners were more likely to recognize their own
knowledge gaps. Granberg (2016) found that productive struggle can help lead to self-awareness
with respect to the overall learning process. “Their struggle in addressing their errors may still
be described as time consuming, but mainly productive” (Granberg, 2016, p. 47). The study also
showed struggle can be helpful in the learning process by forcing students to recall and build
upon previous knowledge in a way that helps lead to new knowledge (Granberg, 2016).
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In Using Theory and Measurement to Sharpen Conceptualizations of Mathematics
Teaching in the Common Core Era. Stein and her colleagues set out to address, in this era, how
we measure instruction and how it affects students learning. “Theory is required to draw our
attention to particular features of teaching that matter for students’ development of conceptual
understanding and to guide the development of measures” (Stein et. al., 2017, p. 1). Stein et. al.
(2017) examined the constructs of Explicit Attention to Concepts (EAC) and Students’
Opportunity for Productive Struggle (SOS). Rather than examine each on its own, they went
further to examine their interaction. The interaction is seen as a way to develop a deeper
measure of math instruction. “A call for deeper conceptual understanding demands a review of
what is known and not known regarding teaching practices that foster the development of
students’ conceptual understanding” (Stein et. al., 2017, p. 2). Their focus on teachers and their
practices revealed that teachers were able to be placed in one of four groupings. The four groups
encompassed High EAC High SOS, High EAC Low SOS, Low EAC High SOS, and Low EAC
Low SOS. The use of surveys, vignettes, videos, and interviews validated their findings such
that profiles of districts, and groupings of teachers could be compared. The findings are
important because they go beyond the scope of reform teaching (High EAC High SOS) and
traditional teaching (Low EAC Low SOS). The off diagonals, shown in Figure 2, shows high in
one area and low in the other, providing a framework to analyze differences in teachers and how
they approach explicit attention to concepts and students’ opportunity for productive struggle.
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Explicit Attention to Concepts

Opportunity for Student Struggle

High

Low

High

Low

Quadrant 1

Quadrant 2

High EAC

High EAC

High SOS

Low SOS

Quadrant 3

Quadrant 4

Low EAC

Low EAC

High SOS

Low SOS

Figure 2. Two Dimensional Profiles of Teaching, adapted from Stein, 2017
Influencing Factors
There are many factors that influence productive struggle. The first and most obvious is
the teacher’s instructional decisions and actions. Teachers are often responsible for the creation
of the environment that allows for the learning opportunities. Teachers use different types of
strategies to promote productive struggle. Teachers question, encourage, give time, and
acknowledge students (Permatasari, 2016). While students are engaged in productive struggle,
the teacher must carefully choose how they respond to the student. As previously stated, when a
student reaches an impasse, teachers typically respond in one of four ways (Warshauer, 2014).
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The first way a teacher can respond is by telling. Telling takes place when the teacher supplies
information, directly corrects an error, or suggests a strategy. The second response a teacher has
is directed guidance. Directed guidance is when the teacher redirects student thinking, directs an
action, or narrows down the possibilities for action. The third response is probing guidance.
Probing guidance is when the teacher asks for reasons and justification or seeks an explanation
that could get at an error or misconception. Lastly, the teacher can respond with affordance.
Affordance is when the teacher asks for a detailed explanation, presses for justification and sense
making, or builds on student thinking. Each of these responses are important because they can
directly impact how the student proceeds.
Teachers also help students think deeply with how they respond and the timing of when
they respond. “An appropriate tempo for the interaction, one that did not rush the process or
resort to shortcuts, promoted the sense that understanding both the problem and the process was
more important than just finding a quick way to the answer” (Warshauer, 2014, p. 396).
Feedback is also important. The way teachers respond can be considered a form of feedback.
Feedback lets the student know where they are and helps them clarify where they are going.
Correcting students’ errors is delicate but helpful. “Effective feedback guides students to
develop better strategies for processing and understanding the material so that they get mastery,
confidence, and motivation to continue to support effort in productive struggle” (Permatasari,
2016, p. 97).
Teachers sense of efficacy with respect to productive struggle can be a factor. Principles
to Actions describes the productive and unproductive beliefs about teaching and learning
mathematics. One of those productive beliefs states, “An effective teacher provides students
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with appropriate challenge, encourages perseverance in solving problems, and supports
productive struggle in learning mathematics” (NCTM, p. 11, 2014).
Another factor contributing to productive struggle is task selection. “Tasks that require
students to think conceptually and that stimulate students to make connections lead to a different
set of opportunities for student thinking” (Stein & Smith, 1998, p. 9). Before students can even
begin the process of productive struggle, they need to be presented with a learning opportunity.
Students deserve the right to be confused (Kalinec-Craig, 2017). Teachers can use productive
struggle to promote equity in the mathematics classroom to create equal opportunities for all
students. These opportunities often come in the form of a task. Permatasari (2016) elaborated
on the effects the task can have on productive struggle, specifically with respect to student’s
disposition toward a challenging task. First, students need to find the task interesting. If they
have no interest, they may not engage in the task. Second, students should have enough
background knowledge to be able to complete it. Lastly, students need to believe it is worth the
effort. “Student’s belief that effort is more important than innate ability is the main factor”
(Permatasari, 2016, p. 97).
The final factor is mathematical self-image (Permatasari, 2016). Mathematical selfimage is determined by the belief in one’s ability to do mathematics. Some students believe that
their ability is fixed rather than something they can improve. “Motivation for productive
struggle requires a growth mindset” (Permatasari, 2016, p. 97). A growth mindset allows
students to free explore all options. A growth mindset refers to a belief that intelligence is not
fixed. It is a belief that with hard work and perseverance, anyone can improve their ability
(Dweck, 2010). “When students initially struggle or make mistakes, the teacher should view this
as an opportunity to teach students how to try different strategies if the first ones don't work—
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how to step back and think about what to try next, like a detective solving a mystery” (Dweck,
2010, p. 18). Dweck (2010) presents the importance of the role of the teacher as a facilitator.
“Students who believe that their ability levels are fixed are less motivated to engage in
productive struggle because they are afraid of failure, resist the risks, and worry about the
judgments of others, thwarting their own learning” (Permatasari, 2016, p.97).
Summary and Implications
It is clear productive struggle takes place within the context of many factors. Each of
them plays an important role in the facilitation of productive struggle, conceptual understanding,
and the overall learning of mathematics. All these factors have a common thread. They all come
from an opportunity for students to struggle with the challenge set in front of them while
maintaining a goal of conceptual understanding. “Productive struggle leads to long-term
benefits, with students more able to apply their learning to new problem situations. Mathematics
teaching using student’s struggles can be good opportunities to deepening their understanding of
mathematics so that it can be effective” (Permatasari, 2016, p. 99).
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
I conducted a qualitative case study where video and audio were coded and then analyzed
using quantitative methods. Data were later separated into groups by On-Level and Honors/AP
teachers as a part of a collective case study (Stake, 1995) also known as a multiple case design
(Merriam, 1998). The study was instrumental as it set out to understand something beyond just a
particular case (Stake, 1995). The purpose was to explore productive struggle episodes within
classrooms of high school math teachers. I examined how teachers select tasks, students
struggle, teachers respond to students, the outcomes of these interactions, and the impact on
cognitive demand during the episodes of struggle in a mathematics department at a school in a
suburb of Atlanta, GA.
Research Questions
1. What does an episode of struggle look like in high school mathematics in terms of the
type of task used, the student struggle, the teacher response, the outcome of the struggle,
and the impact on cognitive demand?
2. Does a statistically significant relationship exist between the productive struggle
elements: task, struggle, response, outcome, cognitive demand?
3. What, if any, statistically significant differences exist between the productive struggle
elements: task, struggle, response, outcome, and cognitive demand when comparing OnLevel and Honors/AP mathematics teachers?
Research Design
I conducted an instrumental case study where video and audio were coded and then
analyzed using quantitative methods. The video analysis of all teachers, then broken down into
groups, provided me with the data for the cases. Once all videos were qualitatively analyzed, I
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then used statistical analyses to show the significance of my findings. The approach sought to
explore and understand the decisions teachers make during episodes of productive struggle,
experienced by a student or students. I used a case study design because it allows a researcher to
develop an in-depth analysis of a particular case (Creswell, 2014). I used a multiple case study
as a way to collect, compare and contrast more than one case (Merriam, 1998).
Case studies are particularly useful for inquiry, “in which the researcher develops and indepth analysis of a case, often a program, event, activity, process, or one or more individuals”
(Creswell, 2014, p. 14). In my particular multiple case study, I examined the experiences of
teachers in On-Level classes and comparing those experiences to teachers in Honors/AP classes.
I went in depth to examine how they respond to students’ struggles. The cases came from fifteen
teachers, specifically, eight On-Level and seven Honors/AP, high school mathematics teachers.
The selection of the cases led to a better understanding of the topic, the participants, the issues,
and provided answers to the research questions (Stake, 1995) through analysis of the codes with
SPSS. The selected teachers were videoed during class to capture their interactions with
students. The study allowed me to closely examine aspects of experiences associated with the
teacher during the productive struggle episodes. I used mathematics teachers from all different
course levels. Students came from many classes ranging from Algebra I through Calculus BC.
The study focused on the On-Level vs. Honors/AP and not the specific content level of course.
The specific type of case study was an instrumental case study. The instrumental case
study was instrumental in accomplishing something beyond understanding just the chosen
teachers (Stake, 1995). With instrumental case studies, the case helps to understand phenomena
and the need for categorical data and measurement is greater than others (Stake, 1995). Stake
stresses the importance of making the decision early in the research process between how much
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to rely on coded data compared to the interpretation directly from observation (Stake, 1995). As
detailed in the data analysis section, I relied heavily on the codes from Stein (1998) and
Warshauer (2014).
Throughout the research process, it was important to focus on the philosophical
worldview I brought to the research. I brought a pragmatic worldview to the research (Creswell,
2013). My view is based upon my belief that the world is not one absolute unity. I believe that
truth is relative to what works at the time. I believe that research occurs in many social,
historical, and political settings (Creswell, 2013). Along with the pragmatic worldview, I also
brought elements of constructivism. The constructivist approach comes from a belief that
knowledge is generally constructed rather than discovered (Stake, 1995). I focused on the what
and the how in a way that highlighted the responses of the teachers to students during episodes of
student struggle. Going into the research I thought there would be an increase in higher level
responses from teachers responding to students in higher academically tracked settings. I
assumed that students within the same class level setting would receive similar types of
responses even when having different teachers. The overall goal of my research is to better
understand the response aspect of the episodes of productive struggle.
Setting
The high school had approximately 1800 students. The student demographic breakdown
is White 64%, Hispanic 16%, Black 9%, Two or More 4%, Other 4%, Asian 3%. There are 23%
of students that are economically disadvantaged and the graduation rate is 94%. There were
approximately 100 full time teachers in the building. Of those teachers, 14% are first year
teachers, 37% are gifted endorsed, 6% are ESOL endorsed, and the teacher retention rate is 89%.
The years of service for teachers are 29% with 1-5 years, 27% with 6-10 years, 18% have 11-15
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years, 10% have 16-20 years, 9% have 21-25 years, and 7% have 26 or more years. The highest
education level of the teachers is 36% of teachers have a bachelors degree (T-4), 40% of teachers
have a masters degree (T-5), 22% of teachers have a specialist degree (T-6), and 2% of teachers
have a doctorate degree (T-7).
The school uses the mathematics curriculum set forth by the state of Georgia. Students
take each math course every day throughout the year during 55-minute periods in a 180-day
school year. The current educational climate is filled with many opinions and much debate about
Common Core and what curriculum is best for children. Any option a district or individual
school may choose for its students could potentially impact the approach a teacher may have.
“Since the curriculum is the single most distinctive concept that has emerged in the field of
educational studies” (Young, 2014, p. 197). I believe it is extremely important to note the
specific curriculum mandated by this school’s district:
“The school district follows the Georgia Mathematics standards to provide instruction
designed to achieve a balance among concepts, skills, and problem
solving. The standards stress rigorous concept development and real-world applications
while maintaining a strong emphasis on computational and procedural skills. At all
grades, the standards encourage students to reason mathematically, to evaluate
mathematical arguments both formally and informally, to use the language of
mathematics to communicate ideas and information precisely, and to make connections
among mathematical topics and to other disciplines.”
In the school district I conducted the research in, mathematics students were grouped in a
variety of ways. While there is not a publicized decision or policy on grouping, it followed what
would best be described as a system of tracking. Fifty years ago, the phrases "ability grouping"
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and "tracking" were used to describe different things (Loveless, 1998). Ability grouping was
used to describe the common practice of homogeneous grouping in elementary schools whereas
tracking referred to a practice in high schools where students were grouped into separate
curriculum tracks (Loveless, 1998). I followed the work of Loveless (1998) and view them more
interchangeably. However, when needed, “I use the term ‘tracking’ to refer to the grouping of
students by ability between classes, a strategy common in middle and high schools” (Loveless,
1998, p. 8).
The mathematics classes offered in Table 2 follow the standards from the Georgia
Standards of Excellence. The school offers classes of different content levels. The classes are
broken apart with different sections for different students by performance on previous
mathematics classes and scores on standardized tests. For example, Algebra I and Honors
Algebra I are both offered with the same standards but with different student populations based
upon previous mathematics course scores. There are three required courses, Algebra I,
Geometry, and Algebra II. Along with the three specific courses, students must complete four
total credits of math courses. For some students, this may mean starting with Foundations of
Algebra and ending with Algebra II. For other students this may mean completing the required
courses through an accelerated track and taking several classes beyond those required. The
school also offers math support classes as electives for students who may need extra help in
conjunction with their required course. These courses provide an opportunity for students to
receive extra help in their current course. For example, students could take Algebra I and then
later in the day take Algebra I support.
Table 2
Courses Offered at the Research Site
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Course Name
GSE Foundations of Algebra
GSE Algebra I (Honors Option)
Honors GSE Accelerated Algebra I/Geometry A
GSE Geometry (Honors Option)
Honors GSE Accelerated Geometry B/Algebra II
GSE Algebra II (Honors Option)
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Required, Core or Elective
Core
Required
Core
Required
Core
Required

GSE Pre-Calculus (Honors Option)

Core

GSE Honors Accelerated Pre-Calculus

Core

Advanced Mathematical Decision Making

Core

Statistical Reasoning

Core

Calculus

Core

AP Statistics

Core

AP Calculus AB

Core

AP Calculus BC

Core

Honors Multivariable Calculus

Core

College Readiness Mathematics

Core

GSE Algebra I Support

Elective

GSE Geometry Support

Elective

GSE Algebra II Support

Elective
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Researcher Role
The study was completed in my own school where I am an employee. I have been a
teacher at the school for the last nine years. I am currently in a new role at the school as a full
time Instructional Lead Strategist. My responsibilities are to assist teachers in their professional
development through coaching and instructional strategy selection and as a member of their
Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s). I am an academic resource for teachers, and I am
in no way evaluative. My day to day duties consist of facilitating the PLC meetings while
regularly observing individual teachers. My attendance and regular visits are requested by the
teacher and are a natural part of the classroom environment. The professional and personal
relationships I have with the members of the case should in no way inhibit or hinder any part of
the research.
For the case study participants, I asked 16 total teachers to participate in the study. Out
of the 16 asked, 15 offered to participate. Each of these teachers are in the high school where I
currently teach. They are peers and some of them are friends of mine. Of the teachers who
participated, seven were teachers that teach Advanced Placement or Honors courses. The other
eight came from teachers that teach On-Level courses. I had no problem surpassing the
minimum number of three teachers from each group I was anticipating. Table 3 shows each
teacher and the class they were teaching for the purposes of the research.
Table 3
Teachers, the corresponding class taught, and the coding of their task
Teacher
Teacher 1

Class

Task Code

GSE Algebra I

procedures with connections
Appendix A
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Teacher 2

AP Calculus BC
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procedures without connections
Appendix E

Teacher 3

GSE Honors Geometry

procedures without connections
Appendix F

Teacher 4

GSE Honors Algebra II

procedures without connections
Appendix G

Teacher 5

GSE Algebra I

procedures with connections
Appendix A

Teacher 6

GSE Honors Accelerated Pre-Calculus

procedures without connections
Appendix H

Teacher 7

GSE Geometry

procedures with connections
Appendix I

Teacher 8

GSE Geometry

procedures without connections
Appendix J

Teacher 9

GSE Geometry

procedures without connections
Appendix K

Teacher 10

AP Statistics

procedures with connections
Appendix L

Teacher 11

Statistical Reasoning

procedures with connections
Appendix M

Teacher 12

GSE Honors Algebra I

procedures with connections
Appendix A

Teacher 13

GSE Algebra II

procedures without connections
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Appendix N

Teacher 14

Teacher 15

GSE Honors Accelerated Geometry B

procedures without connections

/Algebra II

Appendix O

GSE Algebra I

procedures with connections
Appendix A

Of those teachers offering to participate in the study, the years of service were 4 (27%)
with 1-5 years of experience, 6 (40%) with 6-10 years of experience, 4 (27%) with 11-15 years
of experience, 0 have 16-20 years of experience, 0 have 21-25 years of experience, and 1 (7%)
has 26 or more years of experience. When considering the highest level of completed education,
the highest education level of the teachers is 6 (40%) of the teachers have a bachelors degree (T4), 7 (47%) of the teachers have a masters degree (T-5), and 2 (13%) of the teachers have a
specialist degree (T-6). I found it interesting that while 14 (93%) of the 15 teachers were in their
first 15 years of service, 9 (60%) of them had an advanced degree. All were mathematics
certified and many of the teachers were certified in other academic areas and had different addons and endorsements. Data was not collected in any of those other areas for this study.
Data Collection
Teachers selected when they videotaped in their classrooms based on when they believed
a particular class or lesson would fit into their natural teaching environment. Before any
videotaping began I requested a copy of the task and or lesson plan the teacher intended to use
during the planned videotaped session. The tasks and lessons were analyzed using Stein and
Smith’s (1998) framework. A few days before the teacher was ready to conduct their lesson, I
met with them and went over the specifics of how the room would be set up. There was to be a
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camera in the back of the room that could see the entire class or as much as possible. The
camera and video helped me to see when a teacher moves around the room and when they are
closely interacting with students. The camera was placed in the room the day before taping to
create comfortability and I was not in the room during taping in an effort to make the classroom
feel as natural and normal as possible. The teacher was also wearing a microphone that picked
up any audio that was vocalized to them along with situations when the teacher-initiated
conversation or dialogue with students. When the taping session was over I collected the
video/audio and begin to analyze the number of episodes.
Each of the teachers were asked to video, with audio, record a portion of the lesson when
they anticipated interactions between themselves and the students. The expectation was that
teachers record approximately one hour of class time. Most teachers expressed a desire to tape
the 30-45 minutes of the class period excluding the first and last 5-15 minutes. A few teachers
said they had students prepared to be engaged in the task or lesson from bell to bell and utilized
the entire 55 minutes. Each teacher was able to produce a total of 55 to 90 minutes of video and
audio. Each video produced about 55 minutes of class time with students engaged in their task.
Some classes had more down time, attendance, announcements etc... going on during
class time. I did not use these interactions. While the recording times slightly varied amongst
the different teachers, all recording sessions were over the same task or lesson for each
respective teacher. The recording sessions took place when the teacher and the students were in
a natural and comfortable setting in which the teacher was interacting with students working on
an appropriate lesson or task. The teacher chose a time in which they expected numerous
interactions with students. Teachers did not record on a day they were quizzing or initially
introducing a new topic.
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Many teachers expressed a viewpoint that their typical natural setting involved them at
the front of the room facilitating learning. While they were still using an appropriate lesson plan
or task with standards-based outcomes and goals, they wanted to know if it was ok that they were
not giving their “go to lesson.” I told them that I wanted to capture the real interactions that took
place between students and teachers during instructional time. If their natural classroom setting
was small groups collaborating, then that was great. If there natural setting was more of a
teacher led facilitation of tasks, that was fine too. They seemed to be more accepting that I was
not expecting perfection or manufactured environments.
A video camera was placed in the back corner of the classroom in a place it could capture
the entire room or as much as possible. The teacher wore an external microphone to ensure all
audio and verbal interactions were captured. While the camera was important for video, it was
unable to capture a level of audio for coding. Each teacher was expected to be captured in a
minimum of 10 situations or interactions with a student or students experiencing a struggle
which I have defined as an episode. The initial submissions produced more than the minimum
required and no further recording was necessary from any teachers. If a teacher was unable to
capture a minimum of 10 episodes of struggle from their recordings, then each teacher would
have been asked to do one more recording to capture more episodes. The process would then
continue until each teacher had produced 10 episodes. While the plan was in place to ensure
enough data, it was not needed.
Coding Procedures
The data were collected in three phases. The first phase consisted of viewing the video to
classify the episodes. I determined the total number of episodes captured on video from each
teacher. Each teacher started with between fifty-five and ninety minutes. I did not code any
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communication that was unrelated to the task like announcements about a field trip, reminders of
upcoming events in the class, etc. Teachers chose a section early in the day, so they would be
recorded their first time teaching the class that particular day. Each teacher needed a minimum
of 10 interactive episodes of struggle.
The next phase consisted of analyzing the lesson or task. The items were analyzed using
Stein and Smith’s (1998) four levels of cognitive demand to code the type of task or lesson
teachers enacted with their students. The codes of the cognitive demands are given in Table 4:
memorization (4a), procedures without connections (4b), procedures with connections (4c), and
doing mathematics (4d). The first two levels (memorization, procedures without connections) are
considered lower levels of demand and the second two levels (procedures with connections,
doing mathematics) are considered higher levels of demand (Stein, 1998).
Table 4
Cognitive demand task characteristics, adapted from Stein, 1998
Levels of Demands
Memorization
Lower Level

Descriptors
• Involve either reproducing previously learned facts, rules, formulas, or
definitions or committing facts, rules, formulas or definitions to memory
• Cannot be solved using procedures because a procedure does not exist
or because the time frame in which the task is being completed is too
short to use a procedure
• Are not ambiguous. Such tasks involve the exact reproduction of
previously seen material, and what is to be reproduced is clearly and
directly stated.
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• Have no connection to the concepts or meaning that underlie the facts,
rules, formulas, or definitions being learned or reproduced
Procedures without
connections
Lower Level

• Are algorithmic. Use of the procedure either is specifically called for or
is evident from prior instruction, experience, or placement of the task.
• Require limited cognitive demand for successful completion. Little
ambiguity exists about what needs to be done and how to do it.
• Have no connection to the concepts or meaning that underlie the
procedure being used
• Are focused on producing correct answers instead of on developing
mathematical understanding
• Require no explanations or explanations that focus solely on describing
the procedure that was used

Procedures with

• Focus students’ attention on the use of procedures for the purpose of

connections

developing deeper levels of understanding of mathematical concepts and

Higher Level

ideas
• Suggest explicitly or implicitly pathways to follow that are broad
general procedures that have close connections to underlying conceptual
ideas as opposed to narrow algorithms that are opaque with respect to
underlying concepts
• Usually are represented in multiple ways, such as visual diagrams,
manipulatives, symbols, and problem situations. Making connections
among multiple representations helps develop meaning.
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• Require some degree of cognitive effort. Although general procedures
may be followed, they cannot be followed mindlessly. Students need to
engage with conceptual ideas that underlie the procedures to complete
the task successfully and that develop understanding.
Doing mathematics
Higher Level

• Require complex and nonalgorithmic thinking—a predictable, wellrehearsed approach or pathway is not explicitly suggested by the task,
task instructions, or a worked-out example.
• Require students to explore and understand the nature of mathematical
concepts, processes, or relationships
• Demand self-monitoring or self-regulation of one’s own cognitive
processes
• Require students to access relevant knowledge and experiences and
make appropriate use of them in working through the task
• Require students to analyze the task and actively examine task
constraints that may limit possible solution strategies and solutions
• Require considerable cognitive effort and may involve some level of
anxiety for the student because of the unpredictable nature of the
solution process required

The final phase of data collection was the analyzing of each episode previously
identified. I followed Warshauer’s (2014) process for identifying and coding three elements of
each struggle episode: the struggle experienced by the student, the teacher response, and the
outcome resulting from the response. The categorizations of student struggle in Table 5 came
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from one of the following: confusion about an approach or what the task was asking, which is
coded as getting started (5a), an inability to carry out an algorithm, implement a process and is
generally algebraic in nature (5b), which is coded as carry out a process, difficulty explaining
their work or making sense of their work, which his coded as uncertainty in explaining and
sense-making (5c), and an expression of a misconception or error (5d) (Warshauer, 2014).
Table 5
Types of struggle experienced by the student, adapted from Warshauer, 2014
Kind of Struggle
Get started

Descriptors
Confusion regarding what task is asking
Forgetting how to solve a type of problem
Gesturing uncertainty and resignation
No work written down

Carry out a process

Unable to progress on a problem due to inability
to use or process a formulated representation,
carry out an algorithm, or recall needed facts or
formula

Uncertainty in explaining and sense-making

Difficulty in explaining or making sense of their
work
Express uncertainty
Unclear reasons given for their choice of strategy

Express misconceptions and errors

Misconception related to mathematical content in
problem
Performing an arithmetic or technological error
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When coding the teacher’s response, I again used Warshauer’s (2014) categorizations as
seen in Table 6: when the teacher supplies information, directly corrects an error, or suggests a
strategy, coded as telling (6a), when the teacher redirects student thinking, directs an actions, or
narrows down the possibilities for action, which his coded as directed guidance (6b), when the
teacher asks for reasons and justification or seeks an explanation that could get at an error or
misconception, which is coded as probing guidance (6c), and when the teacher asks for a
detailed explanation, presses for justification and sense making, or builds on student thinking,
which is coded as affordance (6d).
Table 6
Types of teacher responses, adapted from Warshauer, 2014
Teacher

Descriptors

Dimensions

Response
Telling

Supplying information

Cognitive demand lowered

Directing students towards a strategy

Attended to student struggle

Correcting an error

Removed struggle efficiently.

Referring or referencing student to a simpler Built on student thinking
problem

Suggested an explicit idea

Directed

Redirect student thinking

Cognitive demand

Guidance

Narrow down possibilities for action

Lowered or maintained from

Direct an action

intended

Break down problem into smaller parts

Attend to student struggle

Alter problem to an analogy

Assess cause and direct student
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Build on student thinking:
Used to build on with teacher ideas

Probing

Ask for reasons and justification

Cognitive demand

Guidance

Offer ideas based on students’ thinking

Maintained

Seek explanation that could get at an error

Attend to student struggle

or misconception

Question, encourage student’s self-

Ask for written work of students’ thinking

reflection
Build on Student Thinking
Used as basis for guiding student

Affordance

Ask for detailed explanation

Cognitive demand

Build on student thinking

Maintained or raised

Press for justification and sense-making

Attend to Student Struggle

with group or individually

Acknowledge, question, and allow

Afford time for students to work

student time
Build on student thinking
Clarify and highlight student ideas

After the teacher responded to the struggle, I coded the results of the resolution using
Table 7 based on Warshauer’s three categorizations in one of three ways: when the student or
group of students work through the struggle while maintaining the intended level of cognitive
demand or are at least able to continue engagement, coded as productive (7a), when the struggle
is addressed by reducing the struggle or making the task easier, which was coded as productive
at a lower level (7b), and when the students are unable to proceed past the struggle or the teacher
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completely removes the struggle and fundamentally changes the original intentions of the task,
which was coded as unproductive (7c).
Table 7
Outcome of Struggle, adapted from Warshauer, 2014
Outcome Type
Productive

Descriptors
•

maintained the intended goals and cognitive demand of the task

•

supported students’ thinking by acknowledging effort and
mathematical understanding

•

enabled students to move forward in the task execution through
student actions.

Productive at a

•

lower level

maintained or lowered somewhat in the cognitive demand of the
intended task

•

the teacher rather than the students actively guided the students
through the struggle

Unproductive

•

the students passively following a directed guidance.

•

students continued to struggle without showing signs of making
progress toward the goals of the task

•

reached a solution but to a task that had been transformed to a
procedural one that significantly reduced the task’s intended
cognitive demand

•

if the students simply stopped trying.
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In an effort to assist with the decision making of the impact on cognitive demand, I
referred to Stein and Smith’s (1998) changes in cognitive demand from Table 8. I used the
elements in Table 8 along with Tables 1 and 7 to examine the original goals of the task and the
accompanying changes that take place in an episode of struggle. The changes in cognitive
demand chart informed decision to code the impact on cognitive demand as raised (8a),
maintained (8b), or lowered (8c).
Table 8
Changes in cognitive demand, adapted from Stein, 1998
Changes

Descriptors

Factors Associated

• Scaffolding of student thinking and reasoning is provided.

with the

• Students are given the means to monitor their own progress.

Maintenance of

• Teacher or capable students model high-level performance.

High-Level

• Teacher presses for justifications, explanations, and meaning through

Cognitive Demands

questioning, comments, and feedback.
• Tasks build on students’ prior knowledge.
• Teacher draws frequent conceptual connections.
• Sufficient time is allowed for exploration—not too little, not too much.

Factors Associated

• Problematic aspects of the task become routinized (e.g., students press

with the Decline of

the teacher to reduce the complexity of the task by specifying explicit

High-Level

procedures or steps to perform; the teacher “takes over” the thinking and

Cognitive Demands

reasoning and tells students how to do the problem).
• The teacher shifts the emphasis from meaning, concepts, or
understanding to the correctness or completeness of the answer.
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• Not enough time is provided to wrestle with the demanding aspects of
the task, or too much time is allowed and students drift into off-task
behavior.
• Classroom-management problems prevent sustained engagement in
high-level cognitive activities.
• Task is inappropriate for a given group of students (e.g., students do not
engage in high-level cognitive activities because of lack of interest,
motivation, or prior knowledge needed to perform; task expectations are
not clear enough to put students in the right cognitive space).
• Students are not held accountable for high-level products or processes
(e.g., although asked to explain their thinking, unclear or incorrect
student explanations are accepted; students are given the impression that
their work will not “count” toward a grade).

Validity of Interpretation
I used an additional researcher to help validate my analysis of a portion of the videos.
Dr. Julie Ann Dutko is an educator with an Ed.D. and a focus on learning mathematics. She
wrote her dissertation on mathematics anxiety. I chose her because she has shown an interest in
my research in various professional settings. She is an accomplished and well-respected
educator in the district. Dr. Dutko and I began with the tables and codes that would be used in
the coding process. I felt comfortable describing the coding process I used as it is similar to a
coding system used on previous research I completed with Dr. David Glassmeyer (Glassmeyer &
Roth, 2018). Dr. Dutko and I examined a video segment as an example from the application
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submissions of a National Board Certified Teacher doing an Algebra lesson. I showed her how
to utilize the codes from Stein (1998) and Warshaur (2014). After a discussion on what an
episode of struggle might look like and each of the tables and codes, she watched two segments
on teachers from the data collected for analysis. She performed her own analysis and coding for
comparison with my own. We agreed on the coding of the task as was expected. We found
agreement on 27/29 (93%) of episodes. When coding the episodes of struggle, we found
agreement on 77/87 (89%) for constancy of the student struggle, teacher response, and outcome
codes.
Data Analysis
The data to be analyzed came from the coding of tasks or lessons and from the video and
audio recordings. A copy of the task and lesson materials being used was collected and analyzed
and the impact of cognitive demand using Stein (1998) to establish the level of cognitive demand
for the task or lesson and any changes in cognitive demand. Audio and video files were analyzed
using Warshauer (2014). Each time a student or students struggled, and the teacher responded, I
marked it as an episode to be analyzed. Using Warshauer (2014), the episodes produced data
consistent with codes for the struggle, the response, and the outcome.
In order to properly analyze the data from episodes of struggle, a clear understanding of
an episode of struggle is extremely important. I used Hiebert and Grouws’ (2007) definition of
struggle as students’ “effort to make sense of mathematics, to figure something out that is not
immediately apparent,” (p. 287). A system of coding was used to track the cognitive demand
level of the task (see Table 4) using Stein (1998). Stein’s work also helped classify a task
according to changes in cognitive demand (see Table 8). A system of coding was used to
categorize the student struggle (see Table 5) and the response of the teacher (see Table 6) using
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Warshauer (2014). The result of the episode was also coded using Warshauer’s codes (see Table
7) and an adapted cognitive demand table (see Table 8) from Stein (1998). The codes classified
the results on three levels, Productive, Productive at a lower level, and Unproductive
(Warshauer, 2014).
I analyzed the data in ways that specifically answered my research questions. I used the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software to assist with any quantitative
calculations.
Question one asks, “What does an episode of struggle look like in high school
mathematics in terms of the type of task used, the student struggle, the teacher response, the
outcome of the struggle, and the impact on cognitive demand?” In an effort to answer question
one, I analyzed the results of the episodes with respect to the different type of task used, the
student struggle, the teacher response, the outcome of the struggle, and the impact on cognitive
demand. I analyzed the descriptive statistics and the occurrences of each factor. Means were
calculated based on the 292 episodes for struggle, response, outcome, and cognitive demand.
The mean was calculated for task selection based on the teacher and the task level they chose to
implement. The results provided evidence showing how often teachers select different tasks,
how often students struggle in different ways, how often teachers respond in different ways, how
often the outcomes differ, and how often the cognitive demand changes.
Question two asks, “Does a statistically significant relationship exist between the
productive struggle elements: task, struggle, response, outcome, cognitive demand?” I answered
question two by looking for correlations amongst the productive struggle elements: task,
struggle, response, outcome, cognitive demand. The analysis I performed was a Spearman Rank
Correlation statistical test in SPSS. The Spearman Rank Correlation was completed because the
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categories to be analyzed consisted of ordinal variables. The Spearman Rank Correlation
revealed the strength of the correlations between the productive struggle elements: task, struggle,
response, outcome, and cognitive demand. Following the Spearman Rank Correlation test I ran a
Kruskal-Wallis H test and an accompanying Post Hoc test. This type of test showed me exactly
which elements were different and at what level. The results were run according to the teacher
variable and let me know how the individual teachers differed within each element of productive
struggle.
Question three asks, “What, if any, statistically significant differences exist between the
productive struggle elements: task, struggle, response, outcome, and cognitive demand when
comparing On-Level and Honors/AP mathematics teachers?” I separated the codes into two
separate groups to answer question three. The groups were separated by the class category into
groups of On-Level and Honors/AP. I ran an Independent t-test to determine whether there is a
statistically significant difference between the two groups. I ran the tests comparing each of the
five productive struggle elements: task, struggle, response, outcome, and cognitive demand. The
test showed the significant differences it shows there are differences between On-Level classes
in statistically different ways when compared to students in AP or Honors classes within
elements of episodes of struggle.
Delimitations
It is important to highlight what was not specifically being studied through my research.
The first and most glaring delimitation is why teachers respond the way they do. While I have
hypothesized that teachers may respond in statistically different ways, my current research only
sets out to explore whether or not there are differences. Following up with why questions could
be a possibility of future research. Another delimitation is the actions and responses of the
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students. While the student’s responses do have an influence in how the teachers respond and
interact to them. Those student responses are not specifically being studied. For example, what
shortfall do they have from previous material or where does the nature of their struggle stem
from? The last delimitation is the specifics of the students. The separation of cases does take
into account the students based on how they are tracked. However, there is not collection of
previous knowledge on certain topics or how they perform in other areas of school. It is
important to remember that correlations found in this study do not imply causation.
Calendar
I began the research process as soon as it was approved by my committee, the university,
and the school district. I began by distributing and collecting the appropriate parent consent,
teacher consent and student assent forms to be signed and returned. The 2018-2019 school year
began on August 1st at my research setting. The first teacher was able to record her lesson
approximately half way through the semester on October 9th. Table 9 shows how over the next
two months one or two teachers recorded their lessons each week with the last recording on
December 14th.
Table 9
Teacher Recording Schedule
Week

Teacher

Week of October 8th

Teacher 8

Week of October 15th

Teacher 3

Week of October 22nd

Teachers 7 & 9

Week of October 29th

Teachers 4 & 12

Week of November 5th

Teachers 1 & 13
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Week of November 12th

Teachers 5 & 15

Week of November 19th

Thanksgiving Break

Week of November 26th

Teachers 2, 10 & 11

Week of December 3rd

Teacher 6

Week of December 10th

Teacher 14
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS
The findings were developed from the recorded lessons of fifteen high school
mathematics teachers from the same school. Data sets were compiled and analyzed as a whole
group, with all fifteen teachers, and then separated for comparison between eight On-Level and
seven Honors/AP teachers. Each of these three breakdowns were used to answer the research
questions about what an episode of struggle looks like, the potential relationships between the
elements of an episode of struggle, and the similarities or differences when examining On-Level
and Honors/AP teachers.
Overview of all episodes of student struggle
While examining the tasks and lessons of the fifteen teachers for this study, I found
teachers only selected two types of tasks, procedures without connections (2), and procedures
with connections (3) (Stein, 1998). When coding the struggle students experienced in an
episode, I found students struggled in the four ways Warshauer (2014) found in her study,
getting started (1), carrying out a process (2), uncertainty in explaining and sense-making (3),
and misconceptions or error (4). When coding the response of teachers in episodes of struggle, I
found teachers responded in the same ways Warshauer (2014) found in her study. Teachers
responded with telling (1), directed guidance (2), probing guidance (3), and affordance (4). The
outcomes were one of, unproductive (1), productive at a lower level (2), and productive (3).
Lastly, I examined the impact on cognitive demand. I found results similar to Stein (1998) with
cognitive demand being lowered (1), maintained (2), and once, the cognitive demand was raised
(3). Each code was given a number for analysis purposes. For example, when computing the
mean across all teachers, the mean task of 2.53 shows the average task was between a level 2
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(procedures without connections) and a level 3 (procedures with connections). Table 10 shows
the overall descriptive statistics form all 15 teachers.
Table 10
Descriptive Statistics from all 15 teachers
Statistic

Task

Struggle

N

292

292

292

292

292

Scale

1-4

1-4

1-4

1-3

1-3

Mean

2.5308

2.2397

1.9589

2.1541

1.5788

Std. Error of Mean

.02925

.03682

.04110

.04230

.02935

Median

3.0000

2.0000

2.0000

2.0000

2.0000

3.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

.49991

.62924

.70225

.72288

.50150

Variance

.250

.396

.493

.523

.252

Skewness

-.124

.432

.297

-.242

-.238

Std. Error of Skewness

.143

.143

.143

.143

.143

-1.998

.493

-.212

-1.060

-1.742

Std. Error of Kurtosis

.284

.284

.284

.284

.284

Range

1.00

3.00

3.00

2.00

2.00

Minimum

2.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Maximum

3.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

739.00

654.00

572.00

629.00

461.00

Mode
Std. Deviation

Kurtosis

Sum

Response Outcome Cognitive Demand
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Research Question One
What does an episode of struggle look like in high school mathematics in terms of the type of task

used, the student struggle, the teacher response, the outcome of the struggle, and the impact on
cognitive demand?
In an effort to answer question one, I analyzed the results of the episodes with respect to
the different type of task used, the student struggle, the teacher response, the outcome of the
struggle, and the impact on cognitive demand. I analyzed the mean, median, mode, standard
deviation, and the occurrences of each factor in Table 10. The results, shown later, provide
evidence showing how often teachers select different tasks, how often students struggle in
different ways, how often teachers respond in different ways, how often the outcomes differ, and
how often the cognitive demand changes. Teachers selected tasks of only two levels. All were
procedural with some having connections to concepts and some not. The means paint a picture
of what the average episode looked like with the struggle being carrying out a process, the
response being directed guidance, the outcome productive at a lower level, and the cognitive
demand being between lowered and maintained.
Each task was coded based on the Stein and Smith (1998) cognitive demand framework
to examine how teachers chose to implement their lesson. Within the fifteen chosen tasks, I
found zero teachers using tasks categorized as memorization or doing mathematics. I found 8 of
the 15 (53%) of teachers using tasks categorized as procedures without connections and 7 of the
15 teachers using tasks categorized as procedures with connections. Figure 3 gives a visual
representation of the findings, showing all tasks as procedures without connections
and procedure with connections. Figure 4 shows the results as a percentage.
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Task Totals

Task Percentages

10
0% 0%

8
6
4

47%
53%

2

0
Memorization

Memorization

Procedures Without Connections

Procedures Without Connections

Procedures With Connections

Procedures With Connections

Doing Mathematics

Doing Mathematics

Figure 3. Results from totals of all fifteen

Figure 4. Results from percentages of totals

teachers implementing a math task

of all fifteen teachers implementing a math
task

Each episode of struggle was coded based on Warshauer’s (2014) framework of
productive struggle to determine the nature of students struggles. After coding each episode of
struggle experienced by the student, I found 23 of the 292 (8%) struggles were getting started,
184 of the 292 (63%) struggles were carrying out a process, 77 of the 292 (26%) struggles were
uncertainty in explaining and sense making, and 8 of the 292 (3%) struggles were
misconceptions. Figure 5 breaks down the totals of struggle, showing a large portion of struggle
in the area of carrying out a process. Figure 6 shows the percentage breakdown.
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Struggle Totals

Struggle Percentages

200
3%
150

8%

100

26%

50
63%

0
Getting Started

Getting Started

Carry Out a Process

Carry Out a Process

Uncertainty in Explaining and Sense-Making

Uncertainty in Explaining and Sense-Making

Express Misconceptions

Express Misconceptions

Figure 5. Results from totals of 292

Figure 6. Results from percentages of 292

episodes of student struggle

episodes of student struggle

Every time a teacher responded to a student during an episode of struggle, I coded the
response based on Warshauer’s (2014) framework of productive struggle. After coding each
episode of struggle based on teachers’ responses, I found 74 of the 292 (25%) responses were
telling, 160 out of 292 (55%) responses were directed guidance, 54 out of 292 (18%) responses
were probing guidance, and 4 out of 292 (1%) responses were affordance.
The response used most often from teachers was directed guidance. Many time teachers
did not give students the answer to their question or struggle, but they also didn’t probe deeply.
The following is an example that is similar to many other occasions where a teacher used
directed guidance.
Student A: What do I do next?
Teacher 4: Do you mean after you factor?
Student A: Yeah, don’t I have to get those other numbers?
Teacher 4: Should you set it equal to something?
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Student A: Oh yeah! Set it equal to 0!
The above example is one of many where teachers did not explicitly use telling as a response or
give specific information. The teacher guided the student to a previous example, a previous
problem, prompted them, or pointed them in a direction.
Figure 7 shows the distribution totals of how all teachers responded to students during episodes
of struggle and the emphasis on directed guidance. Figure 8 shows the percentage breakdown of
the responses.

Response Totals

Response Percentages

200

1%

150

18%

25%

100
50

55%

0
Telling

Directed Guidance

Telling

Directed Guidance

Probing Guidance

Affordance

Probing Guidance

Affordance

Figure 7. Results from totals of 292

Figure 8. Results from percentage of 292

responses to students in episodes of struggle

responses to students in episodes of struggle
*Percentages do not total 100 due to
rounding.

The outcome of the episode of struggle was coded based on Warshauer’s (2014)
framework of productive struggle to determine whether or not it was productive. After coding
each outcome, I found 57 of the 292 (20%) outcomes were unproductive, 133 out of 292 (45%)
outcomes were productive at a lower level, and 102 out of 292 (35%) outcomes were productive.
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Figure 9 shows a visual representation of the total outcomes from the 292 episodes. Figure 10
shows the results as percentages.

Outcome Count

Outcome Percentage

150
20%

100

35%

50
45%
0
Unproductive

Unproductive

Productive at a lower Level

Productive at a Lower Level

Productive

Productive

Figure 9. Results from totals of 292

Figure 10. Results from percentage of 292

outcomes of episodes of struggle

outcomes of episodes of struggle

The cognitive demand changes that occurred throughout the episodes of struggle were
coded based on the Stein and Smith (1998) cognitive demand framework. After coding each
episode for change in cognitive demand, I found 124 of the 292 (42%) episodes lowered
cognitive demand, 167 out of 292 (57%) episodes maintained cognitive demand, and 1 out of
292 (1%) raised cognitive demand. Figures 11 and 12 show the breakdown of each categorized
impact on cognitive demand.
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180

Cognitive Demand
Percentages

160

1%

140
120
100

42%

80
60

57%

40
20
0
Lowered

Maintained

Raised

Lowered

Maintained

Raised

Figure 11. Results from totals of 292

Figure 12. Results from percentage of 292

episodes of struggle and the changes in

episodes of struggle and the changes in

cognitive demand

cognitive demand

Research Question Two
Does a statistically significant relationship exist between the productive struggle elements: task,
struggle, response, outcome, cognitive demand?
I answered question two by testing for correlations amongst the productive struggle
elements: task, struggle, response, outcome, cognitive demand. The analysis I performed was a
Spearman Rank Correlation statistical test in SPSS. The Spearman Rank Correlation was
completed because the categories to be analyzed consisted of ordinal variables. The Spearman
Rank Correlation revealed the strength of the correlations between the productive struggle
elements: task, struggle, response, outcome, and cognitive demand. Following the Spearman
Rank Correlation test I ran a Kruskal-Wallis H test and an accompanying Post Hoc test. This
type of test showed me exactly which elements were different and at what level. The results
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were run according to the teacher variable and let me know how the individual teachers differed
within each element of productive struggle.
The Spearman Rank Correlation test showed several significant correlations ( Table 11).
The struggle variable showed a significant correlation with two other variables. Struggle was
significantly correlated with response (r=.308, n=292, p<.01) and outcome (r=.180, n=292,
p<.01). These two correlations were both a weak positive correlation. The three other
significant correlations were between response and outcome (r=.797, n=292, p<.01), response
and cognitive demand (r=.637, n=292, p<.01)., and between outcome and cognitive demand
(r=.703, n=292, p<.01). All three were strong positive correlations. The strongest correlation
was the response to outcome (r=.797). The correlation comes from telling responses leading to
unproductive outcomes and probing guidance leading to productive outcomes. For example, the
response here shows the how the teacher offers ideas based on student thinking as a way of
probing that leads to a productive outcome.
Student B: What does this mean here? (the student is struggling to make sense of the numeric
answer they have and is unsure how to put it into context)
Teacher 1: Tell me first, what is different between the first lady and the second lady?
Student B: She charges per detention.
Teacher 1: Is there a way we can model that in our equation?
Student B: With multiplication
Teacher 1: Ok, I love how you said that… How can we express that?
Student B: (begins writing)
Table 11
Spearman Rank Correlation Results
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Task

Struggle

Response

Outcome

Cognitive Demand

1

-0.026

0.037

0.013

0.076

1

.308**

.180**

0.114

1

.797**

.637**

1

.703**

Struggle
Response
Outcome
Cognitive Demand

1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Figure 13 shows the interaction of the variables in a way that highlights the relationships
and specifically the correlations. The strong correlations are highlighted amongst the response,
outcome, and cognitive demand variables.

Task
.076

-.026

.114

Cognitive
Demand

Struggle
.037

.013

.703

.637

.180

Outcome

.308

Response
.797
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Figure 13. Spearman Rank Correlation Results
A Kruskal-Wallis H Test was conducted using the fifteen teachers as a variable for
grouping to determine if the task selection differed, kinds of student struggle differed, the way
teachers responded to the struggle differed, differences in the outcome of the episode differed, or
differences in the changes to cognitive demand differed.
The test showed the comparison of the variables. It was then important to somehow
acknowledge the differences of individual teachers. To go one step further, a Post Hoc test was
also conducted to determine which teachers were significantly different when compared to each
other with each element of a productive struggle episode. The test showed there was a
statistically significant difference in task selection between the teachers (test statistic=291.0,
p<.001). With the task selection results only comprising two categories, procedures without
connections and procedures with connections. The post hoc test showed many of the teachers
with significant difference. This was due to only two differing results (procedures without
connections and procedures with connections). With only two differing selections of tasks, the
resulting statistic was either 0 or 1.
The other four elements of an episode of struggle produced a deeper explanation of the
results as shown in Table 12. When examining student struggle there was a statistically
significant difference between teachers (test statistic=40.875, p<.001). The test revealed teachers
fifteen and eleven were significantly different in the types of struggles students encountered
(p=.037). When examining teacher response there was a statistically significant difference
between teachers (test statistic=30.934, p=.006). The test revealed teachers thirteen and one
were significantly different in the types of responses teachers used (p=.012). When examining
the outcomes there was a statistically significant difference between four teachers (test
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statistic=45.517, p<.001). The test revealed teachers thirteen and two were significantly different
in the outcomes (p=.004), teachers fifteen and two were significantly different in the outcomes
(p=.005), and teachers thirteen and seven were significantly different in the outcomes (p=.045).
When examining the changes in cognitive demand there was a statistically significant difference
between six teachers (test statistic=44.822, p<.001). The test revealed teachers eleven and two
were significantly different in the impact on cognitive demand (p=.001), teachers eleven and
twelve were significantly different in the impact on cognitive demand (p=.004), teachers eleven
and one were significantly different in the impact on cognitive demand (p=.016), teachers eleven
and ten were significantly different in the impact on cognitive demand (p=.022), and teachers
thirteen and two were significantly different in the impact on cognitive demand (p=.023).
Table 12
Post Hoc - Pairwise Comparisons
On-Level-Honors/AP

Test Statistic

Std. Error

Std. Test Statistic

Sig.

Adj. Sig.a

3.571

0

0.037

3.851

0

0.012

Pairwise Comparisons of Struggle Across Teacher
15.00-11.00

88.518

24.791

Pairwise Comparisons of Response Across Teacher
13.00-1.00

83.997

21.814

Pairwise Comparisons of Outcome Across Teacher
13.00-2.00

116.577

28.261

4.125

0

0.004

15.00-2.00

105.625

25.944

4.071

0

0.005

13.00-7.00

83.907

23.826

3.522

0

0.045

0

0.001

Pairwise Comparisons of Cognitive Demand Across Teacher
11.00-2.00

132.273

30.245

4.373
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11.00-12.00

-108.023

26.382

-4.095

0

0.004

11.00-1.00

97.152

25.657

3.786

0

0.016

11.00-10.00

109.888

29.684

3.702

0

0.022

13.00-2.00

97

26.22

3.699

0

0.023

Note. Each row tests the null hypothesis that the Samples’ distributions are the same.
Note. Asymptotic significances (2-sided tests) are displayed. The significance level is .05.
Note. Significance values have been adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests.

Research Question Three
What, if any, statistically significant differences exist between the productive struggle elements:
task, struggle, response, outcome, and cognitive demand when comparing On-Level and
Honors/AP mathematics teachers?
I separated the data into two separate groups to answer question three. The groups were
separated by the class category into groups of On-Level and Honors/AP. I ran an Independent ttest to determine whether there is a statistically significant difference between the two groups. I
ran the tests comparing each of the five productive struggle elements: task, struggle, response,
outcome, and cognitive demand. The Independent t-test showed the significant differences.
Table 13 shows there are statistically significant differences between teachers of On-Level
classes and AP or Honors classes within the elements of episodes of struggle.
Table 13
t-test Statistics of On-Level and Honors/AP Teachers
Element
Task

Class

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

t-value

df

Significance

6.686

290

<.001
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On-Level

173 2.6821

.46702

.03551

Honors/AP

119 2.3109

.46483

.04261

Struggle
On-Level

173 2.2543

.64162

.04878

Honors/AP

119 2.2185

.61285

.05618

Response
On-Level

173 1.9075

.69265

.05266

Honors/AP

119 2.0336

.71227

.06529

Outcome
On-Level

173 2.1040

.74758

.05684

Honors/AP

119 2.2269

.68193

.06251

Cognitive Demand
On-Level

173 1.5087

.50138

.03812

Honors/AP

119 1.6807

.48595

.04455

.478

290

.63

-1.51

290

.13

-1.43

290

.15

-2.92

290

.004

The Independent t-test results, shown in Table 13, revealed there were several significant
differences when comparing groups. The variables task (sig. p<.001) and cognitive demand (sig
p=.004) were found to be statistically significant. There was a significant difference in the task
selection with scores for On-Level (M=2.68, SD=.467) and Honors/AP (M=2.31, SD=0.465)
conditions; t(290)=6.69, p<0.001. There was a significant difference in the cognitive demand
with scores for On-Level (M=1.51, SD=.501) and Honors/AP (M=1.68, SD=0.486) conditions;
t(290)=-2.92, p=0.004. I also ran a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) test. The
MANOVA test showed the same significance values for each variable as the Independent t-test.
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After examining the task breakdown for all teachers, I separated the breakdown to take a
closer look at the On-Level teachers compared to the Honors/Advanced Placement Teachers.
Within the eight On-Level teachers, I found 3 of the 8 (38%) teachers using tasks categorized as
procedures without connections and 5 of the 8 (62%) teachers using tasks categorized as
procedures with connections. Within the seven Honors/AP teachers, I found 5 of the 7 (71%)
teachers using tasks categorized as procedures without connections and 2 of the 7 (29%) teachers
using tasks categorized as procedures with connections. Figures 14 and 15 show the findings of
tasks chosen by the On-Level and Honors/AP teachers.

0%

Teacher Selection of Task
On- Level
0%

38%

0%

Teacher Selection of Task
Honors/AP
0%
29%

62%

71%

Memorization

Memorization

Procedures Without Connections

Procedures Without Connections

Procedures With Connections

Procedures With Connections

Doing Mathematics

Doing Mathematics

Figure 14. Results for the task selection of

Figure 15. Results for the task selection of

On-Level teachers

Honors/AP teachers

I took the previous results of students struggles and separated them for comparison
between On-Level and Honors/AP teachers. When separating the groups and first examining
On-Level teachers, I found 13 of the 173 (8%) struggles were getting started, 109 of the 173
(63%) struggles were carrying out a process, 45 of the 173 (26%) struggles were uncertainty in
explaining and sense making, and 6 of the 173 (3%) struggles were misconceptions. I then
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calculated the student struggle results for the Honors/AP teachers. I found 10 of the 119 (8%)
struggles were getting started, 75 of the 119 (63%) struggles were carrying out a process, 32 of
the 119 (27%) struggles were uncertainty in explaining and sense making, and 2 of the 119 (2%)
struggles were misconceptions. Figures 16 and 17 give visual representations of the similar
findings when comparing the two different teacher groups.

Student Struggle
On-Level

Student Struggle
Honors/AP

3%

2%

8%

8%
27%

26%
63%

63%

Getting Started

Getting Started

Carry Out a Process

Carry Out a Process

Uncertainty in Explaining and Sense-Making

Uncertainty in Explaining and Sense-Making

Express Misconceptions

Express Misconceptions

Figure 16. Results for types of struggle

Figure 17. Results for types of struggle

experienced by the student of On-Level

experienced by the student of Honors/AP

teachers

teachers

I again separated the sample into the two groups of On-Level to be compared with
Honors/AP teachers with respect to teacher response. Within the On-Level, after coding each
episode of struggle based on teachers’ responses, I found 49 of the 173 (28%) responses were
telling, 92 out of 173 (53%) responses were directed guidance, 31 out of 173 (18%) responses
were probing guidance, and 1 out of 173 (1%) responses was affordance. In the Honors/AP
group I found 25 of the 119 (21%) responses were telling, 68 out of 119 (57%) responses were
directed guidance, 23 out of 119 (19%) responses were probing guidance, and 3 out of 119 (3%)
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responses were affordance. Figures 18 and 19 show the similarities between the two groups in
how teachers responded to students.

Teacher Response
On-Level

Teacher Response
Honors/AP

1%
18%

3%
21%

19%

28%

53%

57%

Telling

Directed Guidance

Telling

Directed Guidance

Probing Guidance

Affordance

Probing Guidance

Affordance

Figure 18. Results of teacher responses for

Figure 19. Results of teacher responses for

On-Level teachers

Honors/AP teachers

Now focusing on the outcomes, I took the results and separated them for comparison
between On-Level and Honors/AP teachers. When separating the groups and examining OnLevel teachers, I found 40 of the 173 (23%) outcomes were unproductive, 75 out of 173 (43%)
outcomes were productive at a lower level, and 58 out of 173 (34%) outcomes were productive.
When separating the groups and examining Honors/AP teachers, I found 17 of the 119 (14%)
outcomes were unproductive, 58 out of 119 (49%) outcomes were productive at a lower level,
and 44 out of 119 (37%) outcomes were productive. Figures 20 and 21 show a visual
representation of how the different groups ended up with different outcomes.
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On-Level

34%

23%
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Outcome of Episode
Honors/AP
14%
37%
49%

43%

Unproductive

Unproductive

Productive at a Lower Level

Productive at a Lower Level

Productive

Productive

Figure 20. Results of outcomes for On-

Figure 21. Results of outcomes for

Level teachers

Honors/AP teachers

I broke down the results of the cognitive demand into the categories of On-Level teachers
and Honors/AP teachers. When separating the groups looking at On-Level teachers, I found 85
of the 173 (49%) episodes lowered cognitive demand, 88 out of 173 (51%) episodes maintained
cognitive demand, and 0 out of 173 (0%) raised the level of cognitive demand. When separating
the groups and examining Honors/AP teachers, I found 39 of the 119 (33%) episodes lowered
cognitive demand, 79 out of 119 (66%) episodes maintained cognitive demand, and 1 out of 119
(1%) raised the level of cognitive demand. Figures 22 and 23 show the breakdown of each
categorized impact on cognitive demand separated by On-Level teachers and Honors/AP
teachers.
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Impact on Cogntive Demand
On-Level

Impact on Cognitive Demand
Honors/AP

0%

1%

33%

49%
51%
66%

Lowered

Maintained

Raised

Lowered

Maintained

Raised

Figure 22. Results of the impact on

Figure 23. Results of the impact on

cognitive demand for On-Level teachers

cognitive demand for Honors/AP teachers

Secondary Analysis
While coding the videos, I noticed a pattern of how teachers were responding to students
and the results of the outcome. There were differences between the first two responses, telling
and directed guidance, and the next two responses probing guidance and affordance. The
Spearman Rank Correlation, previous discussed, showed the correlation between response and
outcome, as well as response and cognitive demand. I noticed I was seeing something that went
beyond the correlation. There was a distinct line drawn between the first two responses, telling
and directed guidance, and the next two responses probing guidance and affordance. In an
effort to explore what I thought I was seeing as a pattern, I created a table breaking down the
different responses in terms of the resulting outcomes and the impact the responses were having
on any changes in intended cognitive demand. Figure 24 shows each level of response and how
as the response increased, the productive outcomes seemed to increase.
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Responses to Outcome
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Telling

DirecteGuidanced
Unproductive

Probing Guidance

Productive at a Lower Level

Affordance

Productive

Figure 24. Results from the responses as percentages of outcome
I took the information in Figure 24 and went a step further for a breakdown of responses
in terms of outcomes with the two lower level responses and the two higher level responses.
Figure 25 shows how when the telling and directed guidance responses are combined and the
probing guidance and affordance responses are combined, a clearer pattern emerges. Of the 234
telling and directed guidance responses, 57 (24%) resulted in an unproductive outcome, 131
(56%) resulted in a productive at a lower level outcome, and 46 (20%) resulted in a productive
outcome. Of the 58 probing guidance and affordance responses, 0 resulted in an unproductive
outcome, 2 (3%) resulted in a productive at a lower level outcome, and 56 (97%) resulted in a
productive outcome.
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Grouped Responses to Outcome
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Telling & Directed Guidance
Unproductive

Probing Guidance & Affordance

Productive at a Lower Level

Productive

Figure 25. Results from the low and high responses as percentages of outcome
When analyzing the teacher responses in terms of the impact on cognitive demand, I
found a pattern in the results. The following is a breakdown by each response that initially
caused me to pay closer attention to the specific pattern. Figure 26 shows each level of response
and how as the response increased, the impact on cognitive demand seemed to increase.
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Responses to Cognitive Demand
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
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DirecteGuidanced
Lowered

Probing Guidance

Mantained

Affordance

Raised

Figure 26. Results from the responses as percentages of cognitive demand
I took the previous breakdown of responses in terms of cognitive demand and combined
the two lower level responses with the two higher level responses. Figure 27 shows how when
the telling and directed guidance responses are combined and the probing guidance and
affordance responses are combined, a clearer pattern emerges again. Of the 234 telling and
directed guidance responses, 122 (52%) decreased the level of cognitive demand, 112 (48%)
maintained the level of cognitive demand, and 0 increased the level cognitive demand. Of the
58 probing guidance and affordance responses, 1 (2%) decreased the level of cognitive demand,
56 (97%) maintained the level of cognitive demand, and 1 (2%) increased the level cognitive
demand.
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Grouped Responses to Cognitive Demand
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
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Telling & Directed Guidance
Lowered

Probing Guidance & Affordance
Maintained

Raised

Figure 27. Results from the low and high responses as percentages of cognitive demand
Note. Percentages do not total 100 due to rounding.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
Discussion of Findings
The first research question set out to better understand the different aspects of an episode
of struggle. What does an episode of struggle look like in high school mathematics in terms of
the type of task used, the student struggle, the teacher response, the outcome of the struggle, and
the impact on cognitive demand? While the specific codes provided evidence to answer the
question, the results can also inform the broad topic of productive struggle. The research
confirmed the previous work from Stein (1998) and Warshauer (2014) and their frameworks for
tasks and productive struggle.
The results for research question one showed what an existing episode of struggle looks
like in a high school mathematics department focusing on the five elements of an episode.
Teachers chose tasks of two different levels (procedures without connections and procedures
with connections). Student struggles varied, but typically were procedural in nature. Teachers
then responded in ways that varied but were often directing or probing students. The outcomes
of these episodes varied but were most often productive at a lower level. Lastly, the intended
levels of cognitive demand varied but were most often lowered or maintained.
Beyond the frameworks, the research shows what an episode of struggle looks like. The
interactions between students and teachers are a pivotal part in the learning process. The
interactions take place within the task or lesson provided by the teacher. The results of the
interactions are a powerful part of the learning. Each teacher had unique ways of interacting
with students. While I did feel comfortable categorizing them, they were unique. Most often the
interactions seemed to be dependent upon a relationship. Students felt comfortable in some
situations expressing a concern or some level of confusion. In other cases, there were times that
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students expressed concerns and confusion, but in a reserved way. I believe that the
comfortability of students to interact with the teacher in a way that was free from judgement, or
penalty for being wrong, was vital for productive outcomes.
In question two, I examined the relationships between the different elements of an
episode of struggle. Does a statistically significant relationship exist between the productive
struggle elements: task, struggle, response, outcome, cognitive demand? The results of the study
showed significant correlations in several areas. Positive correlations were found between
variables struggle and response, and struggle and outcome. Most notably were the strong
correlations between the variable’s response and outcome, response and cognitive demand, and
outcome and cognitive demand. The relationship between these variables shows the importance
of providing opportunities for students to struggle in appropriate way and the impact specific
responses like probing guidance can have. The impact and influence teacher response had on
determining whether or not an episode of struggle was productive is extremely important
because it lead to the maintenance of the cognitive demand.
I was not surprised by the relationship between several variables including struggle,
response, and outcome. I see a natural relationship between them. As a student struggles, the
teacher responds, and the outcome is determined. As students struggle in ways that include
conceptual understanding teachers are more likely to respond in ways like probing guidance, and
thus resulting in a productive outcome. When students struggle in low level ways like getting
started, teachers are more likely to respond with telling them the information and the resulting
outcome will be less favorable.
When breaking down the data by individual teacher through the use of a K KruskalWallis H test, all five elements were found to a statistically significant difference. This tells us
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that while we continue to search for some characteristic of a teacher that leads them to respond
or influence student learning in a particular way, it is the teacher and their own actions that is
most important. For example, it is not on-level, honors or AP teachers that are likely to provide
opportunities in specific responses, but rather individual teachers.
Question three was an attempt to address a hypothesis that teachers of different class
groupings responded in different ways. What, if any, statistically significant differences exist
between the productive struggle elements: task, struggle, response, outcome, and cognitive
demand when comparing On-Level and Honors/AP mathematics teachers? The major findings
between the two cases of On-Level compared with Honors/AP teachers was that there were
differences between the two groups. Teachers do not do things in statistically significant ways
when compared by groups.
The major findings from question three showed there was no statistically significant
difference in student struggle, teacher response, and the outcome when examining On-Level and
Honors/AP teachers. The task and cognitive demand variables were shown to have a statistically
significant difference. Teachers of On-Level selected more tasks coded as procedures with
connections whereas Honors/AP teachers were selecting tasks coded as procedures without
connections. The selection of lower level tasks by Honors/AP teachers then lead to an ability to
maintain the intended levels of the task. In contrast, the high level of tasks selected by the OnLevel teachers lead to results that showed they were more likely to lower the intended level of
cognitive demand. This information will be extremely important for all stakeholders within the
education system.
As an educator, I know there are often assumptions made about classes in honors and AP
courses. Parents and students assume the classrooms of these honors and AP sections present
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opportunities and elements within them that are much different than that of on-level courses.
While I only examined elements of the classes, it is important to note then there were no
differences in these episodes from student struggle, responses, and outcomes. The students were
given the same opportunities to struggle, teachers responded in similar ways and the outcomes of
these struggles do not differ. This information should be valuable to those making decisions
about where to place students and why certain students might be placed or tracked on specific
paths to complete courses throughout high school. If the state standards for on-level level are the
same for honors classes and the elements of struggle and responses are no different when
compared to each other, decision makes should carefully consider the results when separating the
students.
The findings of this research properly fit within the frameworks for cognitive demand
tasks and episodes of struggle which were previously found by Stein (1998) and Warshaur
(2014). Teachers selected tasks in similar ways as described by Stein (1998). Students
struggled, teachers responded, and the outcomes of the episodes were similar to the ways as
described by Warshauer (2014). Lastly, the impact on cognitive demand moved in one of three
ways as described by Stein (1998). Each research question as answered in a way that contributes
to the existing productive struggle research.
The over-arching themes from this research can be tied to historic mathematics
researchers. Students’ struggles in making sense, teacher response of probing guidance, and how
the two can facilitate productive outcomes, is closely related to previous mathematics researchers
like Polya and Schoenfeld. Polya’s (1945) emphasis on the importance of in-depth though and
the challenges within problem solving tie into the need for probing guidance and high-level
responses. Challenging students to think deeply about their struggles by responding in probing
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ways will contribute to more productive outcomes. Schoenfeld’s (2009) work, showing how
learning and understanding comes from perseverance in making sense of what students are
doing, is vital for understanding of information. The current findings go hand in hand showing
how students’ struggles such as “Uncertainty in explaining and sense-making“ were correlated
with higher level responses and then more productive outcomes.
The importance of promoting struggle for growth can be seen through the lens of
Vygotsky and the Zone of Proximal Development and meet the set by the NCTM. Vygotsky
continues to be found in productive struggle and the findings of this research. Vygotsky (1978)
stresses the importance of surrounding learners with situations that are slightly outside their
current developmental zone. The findings of this research show how the use of high-level
responses and specifically, probing guidance, can facilitate students moving into the next zone.
As for the task selection of Honors/AP teachers, I think teachers are missing opportunities for
getting students to the next zone. By choosing tasks that are only focused on procedures and not
surrounding them with higher level learning environments, the chances for students to naturally
move toward the next zone becomes lessened and makes moving to new zones more difficult.
The findings meet the standards set by the NCTM and support recent findings of other
research on productive struggle. The findings also support the initiative set forth by NCTM
(2014) on how to support productive struggle in learning mathematics. The initiative suggests
providing supports so students can engage in productive struggle. The results clearly show the
importance of teacher response as a support in providing students with the opportunity to engage
in productive struggle. The evidence on the diminishing results of a telling response supports the
NCTM position that teachers too often jump in and attempt to rescue students when they face an
obstacle rather than supporting them.
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Relationship of Findings to Previous Literature
While collecting the results of the episodes of struggle, I found my structure of the study
and results fit within the frameworks of Stein (1998) and Warshauer (2014). The first research
question sought out to examine all elements of productive struggle. The first element was the
selection of a task. I used the Stein (1998) framework to determine a code for each task. The
previous framework used 4 levels of tasks. The codes of the cognitive demands were given as
memorization, procedures without connections, procedures with connections, and doing
mathematics. The first two levels (memorization, procedures without connections) are
considered lower levels of demand and the second two levels (procedures with connections,
doing mathematics) are considered higher levels of demand. Each of the tasks I coded fit into
the framework even though I did not code a teacher selected task as memorization or doing
mathematics. The changes in cognitive demand from Stein (1998) informed the decision to code
the impact on cognitive demand as lowered, maintained, or raised. Of the 292 episodes of
struggle, the cognitive demand was raised only once. This is similar to the findings of previous
literature when a similar study was conducted on National Board Certified Teachers of Algebra
teachers and found the cognitive demand was only raised 3 times out 58 episodes (Glassmeyer &
Roth, 2018).
The other elements of an episode of struggle came from Warshauer (2014). My findings
were similar to the previous research in that my analysis produced the same four types of
struggle (getting started, carry out a process, uncertainty in explaining and sense-making
misconception or error), the same four responses (telling, directed guidance, probing guidance,
affordance), and the same three outcomes (productive, productive at a lower level,
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unproductive). The similarities can contribute to the literature as a way of adding to the
reliability and validity of the framework.
The second research question showed correlations between multiple variables. The
findings fell in line with previous research on productive struggle and algebra teachers similar to
Glassmeyer and Roth (2018). While the studies differed in how the previous work only
examined expert algebra teachers, the correlation between struggle, response, and outcome was
the same. The clear line separating low and high-level responses was found. Teachers
responding with telling and directed guidance were less likely to achieve productive outcomes
when compared to teachers responding with probing guidance or affordance. These lower level
responses do not embrace previous beliefs and findings in how to promote perseverance in
problem solving (Polya, 1945; Schoenfeld, 2009; Vygotsky, 1978).
The results of the third research questions provided important and influential information
on how teachers are similar and different when teaching On-Level or Honor/AP. I thought I
would find significant differences in all variables. I thought Honors/AP teachers would select
higher level tasks and they would respond with more probing responses. I assumed that teachers
of Honors/AP classes had the opportunity to select the higher-level tasks because research on
tracking has shown more opportunities go to upper level classes (Haury, 2008). However, I
found the opposite. The first finding showed how teachers selected different types of task. I was
not surprised to find the groups were different, but I was very surprised to find the On-Level
group selected more high-level tasks than the Honors/AP groups. The teachers of high-level
classes selecting tasks of lower levels differs greatly from the previous literature. Opportunities
through task selection is an intensely debated topic. Opponents of tracking claim the
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opportunities are only increased for high achievers. “One outcome of tracking, it seems, is a
widening of the gap between high achievers and low achievers” (Haury, 2008).
The struggle, response, and outcome variables did not have a significant difference when
comparing On-Level and Honors/AP classes. The results also differ from previous literature.
Many researchers have found opportunities are lessened for students in different classes (Haury,
2008). “Do students differ in talents and achievement? They do. But when those observed
differences are reinforced by track placement and grouping practices, and children then
internalize those differences, learning opportunities become limited for all but the elite student”
(Burris, p. 20, 2008). My research shows teachers are promoting equity in the mathematics
classroom in ways Kalinec-Craig (2017) describes as the right to be confused.
Anecdotal Evidence
A particular teaching method and task selection decision stood out to me while
examining all of the videos. The intentions of the task may be setting a low bar that is
successfully achieved. While it is successfully achieved, it may miss opportunities. There was a
clear distinction in teaching strategy or the use of instructional strategies. The instructional
strategies matched appropriately with the tasks in helping to meet their goals. When the goal
was procedural in nature, teachers used more of a direct instruction method. When the task was
more open ended and with connections, groups and interactions with students was more often
used. While I did not specifically look for instructional strategies, two clear approaches were
taking place. One group of teachers organized students into small groups and had them
constantly interacting and working together to solve problems or explore new ideas. The other
group of teachers all seem to use a direct instruction model. I found it most interesting that even
while watching a direct instruction instructional strategy, teachers were still able to facilitate
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opportunities for struggle through techniques like questioning, engaging in dialogue, and
promoting a growth mindset. However, there seemed to be a missing aspect of connections to
concepts.
For example, teacher two used a task that was procedural but without connections.
Throughout the lesson the teacher conducted what would be classified as a direct instruction
strategy. The students were in rows, not groups, and the teacher was at the front of the room.
The task itself did not seem to present many opportunities for struggle. However, teacher two
found ways to effectively create opportunities for struggle and respond through questioning to
always maintain the level of cognitive demand. In the following dialogue a student is close to
arriving at the right answer with respect to the question on the board. Teacher two did a great
job coming up with another example to help the student see how to solve it. However, the
student is struggling with making sense and looking for a broader conceptual understanding.
The opportunity to connect to concepts gets missed.
Student 3: Will that give me the derivative? Like on the test could you say prime… the inverse
of? Or could you say…
Teacher 2: Let’s look at something else. Let’s look at a similar example. Remember when we
said, find the derivative of…
The teacher then proceeded to help the student and the class find the derivative using a
slightly different method. The teacher directed the student to another example. This was
successful by helping the student get a correct answer to the question, but misses an opportunity
to go deeper. When examining the original intentions of the task, which were procedures
without connections, the teacher is successful in achieving a productive outcome when compared
to the original intentions.
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The teacher was able to produce 9 (75%) of 12 outcomes as productive, the other 3 (25%)
12 productive at a lower level and none as unproductive. Teacher two was then able to maintain
the intended level of cognitive demand in all 12 (100%) of the 12 episodes. The great results in
the maintenance of cognitive demand levels does not come without questions. I address these
later in the limitations section.
Limitations of Findings
There are three specifics limitations to the research. The first limitation is that struggle
was captured when it was verbalized by the student and acknowledged by the teacher. There
may have been times when students were struggling but did not verbalize the struggle. The
episodes were captured when either students initiated it on their own and asked for help from the
teacher, or the teacher initiated a struggle by asking a question and engaging the student. The
teacher-initiated struggles took place when the teacher may have noticed the student was
struggling based on official expressions or lack of engagement. It is difficult to know if other
students were struggling at times and did not express it in a way where the teacher could engage
the student. The non-verbal struggles could potentially fall into a more getting started type of
struggle. These potential episodes were not capture in my study. It is unclear how they may
have impacted the findings. This particular limitation was also noted in other productive
struggle literature (Warshauer, 2014).
The second limitation with identifying struggles was when particular students dominated
the time of the teacher. There may have been times when students struggled but were not willing
to verbalize it. In these situations, certain students in the classroom were showing struggle and
asking many questions in a way that took most of the time of the teacher. They were the ones
contributing to most of the episodes of struggle. There also may have been students
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experiencing a struggle, but the student may have turned and addressed the struggle with a peer.
These episodes were dealt with peer to peer and did not involve the teacher. They were not
captured by the audio and were not recorded as part of the research. I was unable to find
research raising any similar issues.
The third, and most complex limitation of this study, is the classification of tasks. An
example was referenced earlier in the findings when a teacher successfully helped a student
productively struggle, yet potentially missed an opportunity. The framework for the
classification of tasks accurately fits for this study. However, only one classification of the task
was used to help determine any changes in cognitive demand. There were different struggles
happening at different levels. They were appropriately addressed by teachers but only analyzed
with respect to the intentions of the original cognitive demand.
For example, a task may have been coded at the level of procedures with connections,
yet some parts of the task were specifically not asking or needing a response at that level. The
results within task selection showed On-Level teachers had selected a higher percentage of tasks
with connections. If a student was experiencing a low-level struggle and received a low-level
response it was still held to the high level of the original intentions of the cognitive demand.
I think the limitation is shown by the results of the independent t-test. The test revealed there
were several significant differences when comparing groups. The variables task (sig. p<.001)
and cognitive demand (sig p=.004) were found to be statistically significant. The results in the
cognitive demand changes found that On-Level teachers did not maintain intended levels of
cognitive demand as often as Honors/AP teachers. The limitation might best be acknowledged
by not controlling for task selection. The different task levels may have impacted the cognitive
demand results by holding groups to different standards according to the task intentions.
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Implications for Future Practice in Local Context
There are four implications for future practice in the local context. The first implication
is the fit of the findings within the current literature and frameworks. The mathematics
department used as the sample in my research showed teachers selected tasks in a way that easily
fell into the classifications of tasks similar to Stein (1998) and episodes of struggle similar to
Warshauer (2014). These findings are important because they give validity to a research
framework for identifying and classifying tasks, struggles, responses, outcomes, and impact on
cognitive demand. Teachers could benefit from a better understanding of things like the
classification of their choice in task and how they are responding to students. By being
cognizant of these differences, I believe they would have a better awareness of their own actions.
For example, a teacher might not know they are responding by telling or directed guidance and
they may not be aware of the differences. Coaches and administrators can benefit from adopting
common language and consistency in how they help teachers improve instruction. If coaches
and administrators are consistent and make it a priority, or even require it, choosing higher level
tasks and responding in specific ways would be increased by teachers.
The second implication comes from the findings that there is a correlation between the
response and outcome variables. Findings from research question two showed how impactful
responses can be on productive outcomes. Of the 234 telling and directed guidance responses,
only 20% resulted in a productive outcome. Whereas, of the 58 probing guidance and affordance
responses, 97% resulted in a productive outcome. Figure 25 shoes the importance of higher-level
responses during episodes of struggle. The chart shows just how important it is for teachers and
education researchers to acknowledge the positive impact a probing guidance or affordance
responses can have on students and their struggles. Additionally, Figure 27 shows the
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importance of higher-level responses during episodes of struggle. Teachers and researchers
should take note on the impact response has on cognitive demand. Similar to the outcome
results, the cognitive demand results were also similar to previous research on productive
struggle (Glassmeyer & Roth, 2018). Teachers responding with telling and directed guidance
were more likely to achieve lowered cognitive demand when compared to teachers responding
with probing guidance or affordance.
Academic coaches and administrators should emphasize this important result to all
teachers. There is a clear difference in outcome when using the different responses. The
difference between lower level and upper level responses, specifically probing guidance, is
something all stakeholders in education should be aware of. If teachers can consistently respond
with probing types of responses, student learning will be positively impacted. Teachers can
benefit from an understanding of how to best implement these types of responses. Coaches and
administrators should use this information to help improve instruction. For example, they could
use professional development funds and opportunities to train and inform teachers on the
benefits of productive struggle and specifically probing guidance responses. Academic coaches
could provide coaching sessions on how to limit telling and direct guidance response. Teachers
could use PLC time to discuss best practices and share ideas for how to best implement specific
responses within specific courses, units, and lessons.

I also think it is important for students to be aware of why their teachers are responding
to them in ways that may not seem like they are answering their questions or helping them with
their struggle. Students crave answers and instant gratification. For example, on several
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occasions’ students asked questions about making sense of a problem and a teacher responded
with an open-ended probing question. Students can get frustrated and feel their question was not
answered. I think students might feel sometimes that the teacher is doing them a disservice by
not immediately removing the struggle. In-depth thought is at odds with the search for quick
answers (Dewey, 1926). High-school students could benefit from an understanding of what their
teacher is doing when they promote struggle in ways through probing guidance and affordance. I
think teachers could spend some time at the beginning of the year to educate students on the
expectations they have for dealing with difficult problem solving. Students would benefit from a
thorough understanding of things like a growth mindset, perseverance, mastery goals, and the
elements of productive struggle.
The third is the absence of episodes of struggle that raised the level of cognitive demand.
There was only one situation in which a teacher was able to raise the intended level of cognitive
demand. It is natural to assume that teachers have a goal in mind that matches the intentions of
the task (Stein, 1998). However, there seemed to be missed opportunities of situations where
students could benefit from responses that raise the intended level of cognitive demand. The
district emphasizes the use of a framework on Rigor and Relevance (Daggett, 2005) as way to
increase levels of cognitive demand. Teachers could use their response and higher order
thinking tools like Blooms Taxonomy (1956) and Webb’s Depth of Knowledge (2002) in
attempt to raise the level of cognitive demand. I also think teachers could use video analysis of
their teaching and watch it with a researcher or academic coach to recognize opportunities for
increasing cognitive demand. Strategies such as microteaching, where a teacher reviews a
recorded video of themselves teaching, has been proven to have a positive impact on teaching
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and learning (Hattie, 2016). Teachers could then look for similar opportunities and implement
strategies to capitalize on the opportunity.
The fourth implication is for administrators and other decision makers in the placement
of students, the scheduling of classes and the tracking of students throughout high school. My
research showed there was no significant difference in student struggle and response of teachers,
yet there was a difference in task selection when comparing On-Level to Honors/AP teachers.
This is important for all members of the district because it shows students all received
appropriate opportunities to struggle in productive ways and that teachers are responding to
students in effective ways. I also believe this is an important implication for community
members and parents. Community members should feel confident all students are receiving
adequate responses no matter the level of class. Parents should take comfort knowing their
children are being afforded the same opportunities no matter if they are in On-Level or
Honors/AP classes.
The findings did show significant differences in task selection when comparing On-Level
and Honors/AP teachers. Teachers of On-Level courses actually selected higher level tasks
based on cognitive demand. Some of the lowering of expectations might be explained by
Kitchen (2017) which examined a focus group and found teachers felt obligated to pass students
and gave numerous retakes because of minimum failure rates and other unfair expectations from
administration brought about by standardized testing. Teachers, administrators and academic
coaches might need to examine the level of expectations that are set in these higher-level classes.
The task selection differences raise questions about the choice to place students in different class
sections. For example, the district places students with previously higher test scores in Honors
class leaving students with lower scores to be placed in On-Level classes. This decision is based
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on many factors. However, if these two classes have the same standards, is it necessary to
separate students into the different sections?
Implications for Future Research
There are four implications for future research that have come from this study. The first
implication is that there were clear patterns in struggle and responses that lead to the productive
outcomes. What is not known is what happens to the student in the long term when they
experience an unproductive episode of struggle. Future research could specifically examine
these students to find out if it has anything to do with their previous knowledge or their beliefs in
the process. Student performance in previous years might have an impact on their struggle.
Their comfortability with the environment and the relationship with their teacher might be a
factor as well. The backgrounds of each student could add to the understanding about the
importance of student efficacy of struggle.
The second implication for future research would be a more detailed examination of the
questioning strategy. The question of why teachers do what they do through questioning
strategies of open ended vs. close ended could inform the area of response. Teachers seemed to
vary in the comfortability they had with how they used open ended questions. There were times
when open ended questions seemed forced or unnatural. The results of the study showing a clear
difference in directed guidance and probing guidance could be an area for exploration with how
they were impacted by specific questioning methods.
The third implication for future research is as simple as, “why.” If the class level is not a
significant predictor of how teachers respond to students, then what information might we look
at to better understand which teachers are embracing the struggle and why? It would be
interesting to know if there are any significant predictors that might help to identify what
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characteristics teachers have that lead them to embrace and utilize the aspects of productive
struggle. Characteristics such as educational back ground, student to teacher relationships,
teacher beliefs about growth mindset, belief in mastery goals over performance goals and teacher
efficacy of struggle would be important to investigate. As previously noted, in my sample I
found it interesting that while 14 (93%) of the 15 teachers were in their first 15 years of service,
9 (60%) of them had an advanced degree. Future research could use these as variables for
comparison.
The fourth implication for future research is in how opportunities for struggle and
response are created. I think some teachers create opportunities for struggle that are not part of
the task intentions. Teachers take intentional action in how they select tasks, and this is an
important factor in creating opportunities. However, what other ways can teachers create these
opportunities while in the midst of a lesson? I believe research could develop or show ways that
individual teachers create opportunities for episodes of productive struggle by how they interact
with students. Students can become more open to episodes of productive struggle when they
become comfortable with ways that teachers promote and facilitate productive struggle. When
students are comfortable without fear of failure, and a teacher has appropriate and intentional
ways of promoting productive struggle, then more opportunities can be presented and properly
facilitated.
Researcher Comments
When I first set out to learn more about productive struggle, it was easy to quickly see
how struggle can play a significant contribution to impactful learning (Dweck, 2010; Warshauer,
2014). I thought teachers would select tasks and engage students in episodes of struggle in
similar ways to Stein (1998) and Warshauer (2014). I was not surprised to find the actions of
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students and teachers fit into these frameworks. I thought all teachers would engage students in
ways that led to more productive outcomes. While each episode did not show this, I was
impressed that overall teachers responded to students in ways that did promote struggle and lead
to productive outcomes. I wanted to learn more about how different teachers respond to students
in episodes of struggle. I thought teachers of Honors/AP classes would provide more
opportunities for struggle and would respond in statistically different ways. I was surprised to
find out they did not, and students were all given the same opportunities. The answers to my
research questions can now contribute to mathematics education literature in the areas of,
productive struggle, teacher response, cognitive demand, growth mindset, and tracking. I plan to
share the overall results of my findings with the department I worked with and the
administration. I think it is important they see what they are doing well and how they might be
able to improve. I plan to reference things like probing guidance and affordance when working
with individual teachers and trying to help them be the best they can be. I hope students, parents,
and community members can now understand the importance of struggle and the power of
teacher response in episodes of struggle.
I reaffirmed my own beliefs that struggle is an important piece of all types of
mathematics teaching and serves a role within all philosophies and styles of teaching. Students
deserve the same opportunities no matter who their teacher is or what level of students are in
their class section. The issue is also addressed by NCTM in their standards and positions.
“Acknowledging and addressing factors that contribute to differential outcomes among groups of
students are critical to ensuring that all students routinely have opportunities to experience highquality mathematics instruction, learn challenging mathematics content, and receive the support
necessary to be successful (NCTM, 2019, para. 1).”
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While conducting this research and watching teachers interact with students in the
classroom, I was reminded of the importance of the teacher. I firmly believe we should embrace
ideas like productive struggle and should continue to search for elements of teaching that can
improve the learning process. But while we look for ways to quantify groups of teachers and
organize them into groups of traditionalist methods vs. conceptual methods, bachelor’s degrees
vs. advanced degrees, and new vs. experienced, we must not forget that the individual teacher is
the most important factor in the classroom. A young teacher can provide opportunities in the
same ways a veteran can. An On-Level teacher can embrace productive struggle in the same
way an AP teacher can. Any teacher can create relationships with students, provide an
environment where students can feel free to explore new ideas and persevere in problem solving
without a fear of failure, and in the end make the struggle productive.
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Appendix A
Teacher Consent Form
Title of Research Study: Study #19-132: Teacher and Student Classroom Interaction
Researcher's Contact Information:
Mr. Joel Roth
(814) 221-8916, jroth15@students.kennesaw.edu
Dr. David Glassmeyer
(470) 578-7867, dglassme@kennesaw.edu
You are being invited to take part in a research study conducted by Mr. Joel Roth, the
Instructional Lead Strategist at River Ridge High School and a graduate student at
Kennesaw State University, and Dr. David Glassmeyer, also of Kennesaw State
University. Before you decide to participate as a part of this study, you should read this
form and ask questions if you do not understand.
Description of Project
The goal for this research is to capture normal everyday interactions in their naturally
occurring environment. The purpose is to investigate the role and impact of how
teachers respond to students during a task or instructional lessons. In addition, the
study investigates the outcomes of the interactions to determine the impact the teacher
response has on students with respect to the intended goals of the task or lesson. The
tasks or lessons are the previously developed plans the teacher already has in place.
Teachers will be video recorded during instructional time. The recording will capture
discussions and interactions between the teacher and student. When a student has a
question or reaches an impasse, the teacher will naturally respond to the student. The
focus of the research will be on this response of the teacher and the resulting outcome.
Explanation of Procedures
Students will be working on the task or lessons to learn the material. The data
collection process does not interfere with the class work that students normally
complete and participate in as part of their everyday activities. Participants will be
asked to carry on as they would on any other day in class. Again, the goal for this
research is to capture normal everyday interactions in their naturally occurring
environment.
As a participant, I may use the nature of the students question or impasse to determine
a starting point for the followed teacher response. This will help to determine any
patterns or necessary comparisons between teachers and their responses.
Pseudonyms will be used for participants to ensure confidentiality. Participants of this
study allow their interactions with the students to be used for data in this study. I will use
the recording to better understand how classroom discussion about mathematics takes
place. Non-participation will not be part of the research. Video recordings and any
conversation/interaction will not be used for data in this study.
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Time Required
Participants would not be required to spend any time for this study outside of regular
school expectations. Participant interactions will take place during normal classroom
instruction time.
Risks or Discomforts
There are no foreseeable risks outside the normal risks that occur in educational
settings. Your name will not be published and any link to your specific contribution to the
data collected will be minimized. For example, if needed, a pseudonym will take the
place of your real name.
Benefits
This study will benefit students and teachers by providing relevant data and examples of
how teachers respond to students. Students will benefit from a more informed teacher
on educational best practices, and teachers will benefit from a better understanding of
the impact of their responses to students.
Confidentiality
The data for this study will be kept private and confidential to the extent allowed by law.
The participants will be identified only by pseudonyms. The data (codes of interaction)
for this study will be kept in a secure location before being destroyed. When I write up
the results, I will only use pseudonyms. There will be no identifiable data included in the
research results or anywhere else.
Teacher Consent to Participate
I give my consent,______________________________________________________,
to participate in the research project described above. I understand that this
participation is voluntary and that I may withdraw my consent at any time without
penalty. I also understand that I may withdraw my assent at any time without penalty.
_________________________________________
Signature of Teacher

______________
Date

_______________Joel A. Roth________________
Signature of Investigator

___9/26/2018___
Date

______________________________________________________________________
Research at Kennesaw State University that involves human participants is carried out
under the oversight of an Institutional Review Board. Address questions or problems
regarding these activities to the Institutional Review Board, Kennesaw State University,
1000 Chastain Rd, #0111, Kennesaw, GA 30144-5591, (470) 578-2268.
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Appendix B
Parental Consent Form
Title of Research Study: Study #19-132: Teacher and Student Classroom Interaction
Researcher's Contact Information:
Mr. Joel Roth
(814) 221-8916, jroth15@students.kennesaw.edu
Dr. David Glassmeyer
(470) 578-7867, dglassme@kennesaw.edu
Your child is being invited to take part in a research study conducted by Mr. Joel Roth,
the Instructional Lead Strategist at River Ridge High School and a graduate student at
Kennesaw State University, and Dr. David Glassmeyer, also of Kennesaw State
University. Before you decide to allow your child to participate as a part of this study,
you should read this form and ask questions if you do not understand.
Description of Project
The goal for this research is to capture normal everyday interactions in their naturally
occurring environment. The purpose is to investigate the role and impact of how
teachers respond to students during a task or instructional lessons. In addition, the
study investigates the outcomes of the interactions to determine the impact the teacher
response has on students with respect to the intended goals of the task or lesson. The
tasks or lessons are the previously developed plans the teacher already has in place.
Teachers will be video recorded during instructional time. The recording will capture
discussions and interactions between the teacher and student. When a student has a
question or reaches an impasse, the teacher will naturally respond to the student. The
focus of the research will be on this response of the teacher and the resulting outcome.
Explanation of Procedures
Students will be working on the task or lessons to learn the material. The data
collection process does not interfere with the class work that students normally
complete and participate in as part of their everyday activities. Participants will be
asked to carry on as they would on any other day in class. Again, the goal for this
research is to capture normal everyday interactions in their naturally occurring
environment.
As a participant, I may use the nature of the students question or impasse to determine
a starting point for the followed teacher response. This will help to determine any
patterns or necessary comparisons between teachers and their responses.
Pseudonyms will be used for participants to ensure confidentiality. Participants of this
study allow their interactions with the teacher to be used for data in this study. I will use
the recording to better understand how classroom discussion about mathematics takes
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place. Students who do not participate in the study will still have the same learning
opportunities as participants. Non-participation will not be part of the research. Video
recordings and any conversation/interaction will not be used for data in this study.
Time Required
Participants would not be required to spend any time for this study outside of regular
school expectations. Participant interactions will take place during normal classroom
instruction time.
Risks or Discomforts
There are no foreseeable risks outside the normal risks that occur in educational
settings. Your students’ name will not be published and any link to your students’
specific contribution to the data collected will be minimized. For example, if needed, a
pseudonym will take the place of your real name.
Benefits
This study will benefit students and teachers by providing relevant data and examples of
how teachers respond to students. Students will benefit from a more informed teacher
on educational best practices, and teachers will benefit from a better understanding of
the impact of their responses to students.
Confidentiality
The data for this study will be kept private and confidential to the extent allowed by law.
The participants will be identified only by pseudonyms. The data (codes of interaction)
for this study will be kept in a secure location before being destroyed. When I write up
the results, I will only use pseudonyms. There will be no identifiable data included in the
research results or anywhere else.
Parental Consent to Participate
I give my consent for my child,_____________________________________________,
to participate in the research project described above. I understand that this
participation is voluntary and that I may withdraw my consent at any time without
penalty. I also understand that my child may withdraw his/her assent at any time
without penalty.
_________________________________________
Signature of Parent or Authorized Representative

______________
Date

_______________Joel A. Roth________________
___9/26/2018___
Signature of Investigator
Date
____________________________________________________________________
Research at Kennesaw State University that involves human participants is carried out
under the oversight of an Institutional Review Board. Address questions or problems
regarding these activities to the Institutional Review Board, Kennesaw State University,
1000 Chastain Rd, #0111, Kennesaw, GA 30144-5591, (470) 578-2268.
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Appendix C
Research Study Assent Form (Students)
Study Title:
Researchers:

Study #19-132: Teacher and Student Classroom Interaction
Joel Roth jroth15@students.kennesaw.edu

My name is Mr. Joel Roth, and I am working with Dr. Glassmeyer on a dissertation study for
your Mathematics class. I am the Instructional Lead Strategist at River Ridge High School and
a student at Kennesaw State University and would like to invite you to take part in a research
study. Your parent(s) know we are talking with you about the study, but it is up to you to decide
if you want to be in the study. This form will tell you about the study to help you decide whether
or not you want to take part in it.
Why is this study being done?
The purpose of the study is to help me learn about how your teacher responds to you when you
have a question about math or are unsure how to do something. I also want to learn about the
types of questions you have during the activities you regularly do in class.
You are being asked to take part because I want to learn how your teacher responds to your
questions, so they can better respond in ways that will help you learn. As part of the math
classes, you will be asked to participate in class the same way you would if I were not doing my
study. In addition, I will be video recording the lesson to be able to analyze the interactions
between you and your teacher.
What am I being asked to do?
-

Allow me to place a camera in the back of the room to capture interactions between you
and your teacher
Allow me to gather data from the interactions between you and your teacher

If you don’t want to participate in the study, we will not use your interactions with the teacher or
collect data on what you say. In addition, the recording of your interactions will not be included
in the study. You may end participation in the study at any time without any penalization
whatsoever. If you wish to see a copy of the results, we can share them with you.
What are the benefits to me for taking part in the study?
-

You might be able to see how the question you have about the math gets a different
response from your teacher
- You might help us determine whether different teacher responses help students learn in
different ways
Are there any risks to me if I am in this study?
There are no foreseeable risks outside the normal risks that occur in educational settings. Your
name will not be published and any link to your specific contribution to the data collected will be
minimized. For example, a pseudonym will take the place of your real name.
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Will my information be kept private?
The data for this study will be kept private and confidential to the extent allowed by law. The
participants will be identified only by pseudonyms. The data (recordings and codes) for this
study will be kept in a secure location before being destroyed three years after the study has
ended. Pseudonyms will be used in write-ups, publications, and presentations. There will be no
identifiable data included in our research results or anywhere else.
Are there any costs or payments for being in this study?
There will be no costs to you for taking part in this study. You will not receive money or other
payments as compensation for taking part in this study.
What are my rights as a research study volunteer?
Your participation in this research study is completely voluntary. You do not have to be a part of
this study if you don’t want. There will be no penalty to you if you choose not to take part and no
one will be upset or angry at you. You may choose not to answer any questions you don’t want
to answer, and you can change your mind and not be in the study at any time.
Who can I talk to if I have questions?
If you have questions at any time, you can ask the researchers and you can talk to your parent
about the study. I will give you a copy of this form to keep. If you want to ask me or my
supervising professor questions about the study, call or email Mr. Joel Roth at
jroth15@students.kennesaw.edu or (814) 221-8916 or Dr. David Glassmeyer at
dglassme@kennesaw.edu or (470) 578-7867.
The Kennesaw State University Institutional Review Board has reviewed this study to make sure
that the rights and safety of people who take part in the study are protected. If you have
questions about your rights in the study, or you are unhappy about something that happens to
you in the study, you can contact them at (678) 797-2268 or irb@kennesaw.edu.
What does my signature on this consent form mean?
Your signature on this form means that:
•
•
•
•

You understand the information given to you in this form
You have been able to ask the researcher questions and state any concerns
The researcher has answered your questions and concerns
You believe you understand the research study and the potential benefits and risks that
are involved.
Statement of Assent
I give my voluntary consent to take part in this study. I will be given a copy of this consent
document for my records.
__________________________________

_____________________

Signature of Participant

Date

_________________________________
Printed Name
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Appendix D
Teachers’ 1, 5, 12, 15’s task, coded as procedures with connections
Detention Buy-out
Algebra 1
Name: ____________________ Period: ________ DUE:
Goals: Model and solve problems involving the intersection of two straight lines. Interpret the
intersection in terms of the problem situation. Compare functions represented algebraically,
graphically, and in tables
Want to avoid sitting in detention? Buy your way out! Determine which administrator at
Tecumseh Vista Academy is offering the best detention buy-out plan for your pesky detentions.
In this task, you will be working with linear equations, modeling equations in multiple forms,
and drawing conclusions from your models.
Detention Buy-out Data Collection

Important Information:
• Project due on Thursday, November 16th at the start of class
• It is a test grade
• You will have Friday, Nov 9th and Monday, Nov 12th to work on this in class
• Rubric will be on Canvas, a paper one will not be turned in
Initial Calculators/ Rough Draft/ Scratch work area:
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•

The following are some initial items to think about as you begin your project; Slope, yintercept, defining variables, making a table, domain and range, which detention is best
for each student
Detention Buy-Out Rubric
Criteria
Point Value

Create a table of the first 10 values for each buy-out
offer to determine the conditions in which you should
select each administrator. Write an inequality to
represent these conditions

15 Points

Write function rule, in function notation, for each
administrator in function notation

10 points

Define the variables (C and d) domain, range, slope, and
y-I for each administrator in context of the problem

20 points

Represent each student’s cost in a table under each
administrator's buy-out plan and how much money
they would buy-out for the first 10 detentions. Write a
one sentence explanation on which administrator they
should choose

18 points

Graph all three equations on one coordinate plane
including:
• labels on x- and y-axis
• Each administrator is a different color
• Provided key
• Correct determination if these functions are
continuous or discrete

15 points

Write a paragraph describing which buy-out students
with detentions should choose using mathematical
language. This paragraph will also include a description
of inequalities to discuss which administrators buy-out
plan should be chosen if any given student has “x”
detentions

17 points

Organization, Neatness, Creativity; The project is neatly
completed using paper, computer, Desmos, poster, or
other teacher approved representation

5 points

Item
Complete?
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Suggested Timeline
• Monday: Watch videos, determine equation for administrators, begin tables for
administrators
• Tuesday: Make final draft of administrators and student’s tables, determine which buyout plan is best for them, write the function rule for each administrator, define items in
rubric criteria #3
• Tuesday: Determine which administrator’s buy-out plan is best for each student, begin
graphs
• Wednesday: Write the paragraph in part 6
• Thursday: Make a last check over of the rubric and final touches to the
neatness/organization of your project!
• Friday: Turn in for TEST Grade!
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Appendix E
Teacher 2’s task, coded as procedures without connections
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Appendix F
Teacher 3’s task, coded as procedures without connections
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Appendix G
Teacher 4’s task, coded as procedures without connections
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Appendix H
Teacher 6’s task, coded as procedures without connections
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Appendix I
Teacher 7’s task, coded as procedures with connections
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Appendix J
Teacher 8’s task, coded as procedures without connections
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Appendix K
Teacher 9’s task, coded as procedures without connections
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Appendix L
Teacher 10’s task, coded as procedures with connections
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Appendix M
Teacher 11’s task, coded as procedures with connections
3.1

Name:

Below are the salaries of jobs that require a minimum of a bachelor’s degree. A histogram and
summary statistics are included as well.
Job
Sales Manager
Chiropractor
Registered Nurse
Computer Systems
Analyst
Physical Therapist
Software Developer
Statistician
Psychologist
Construction Manager
Lawyer
Physician Assistant
Pharmacist
Oral Medicine
Anesthesiologist

Variable
Salaries

N
14

Mean
9.53

Annual Salaries for Bachelor’s Degrees

Salary (in
10,000’s)
5.67
5.99
6.20
6.69
6.92
6.94
7.16
7.39
7.44
8.16
9.13
11.04
16.89
27.80

Salaries

30
20
10
0

Salaries

Salary (millions)

Extra Credit (3 pts):
Which better describes the salaries, mean or median?
Why?

Descriptive Statistics: Salaries
St Dev Minimum
Q1
Med
5.993
5.67
6.69
7.275

Q3
9.13

Maximum
27.80

1. Computer systems analyst salary is in the
29th percentile with a standard score of 0.49. Explain what each of these values
mean.

2. Using the outlier formula, explain why
anesthesiologists’ and oral medicine’s salaries
are outliers. Show your work.

3. Find the percentile for lawyer’s salary. Show
your work.

4. Find the standard score for chiropractor’s
salary. Show your work.
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5. Compare statistician’s salary to the rest of the salaries. Justify your answer by finding his
percentile, and z-score. Show your work.

For #6-8. In the United States, men's heights have mean 69.1 inches and standard deviation 2.9
inches, while female's weight is normally distributed with a mean 143 lb and standard deviation of 29
lb.
6. Maddy weighs 120 lb. Jordan is 68 inches tall. Who is in a lower percentile? Show your
calculations to prove your answer.

7. Daniela was comparing her weight to her sister’s Sydney weight. Her z-score was a 0.41. How
much does Daniela weigh? Show your calculations.

8. Jose is 70 inches tall. What is the equivalent female weight to his height? Show your calculations.

9. Katie told her classmate Maddie that she scored at the 92th percentile on a national standardized
test. The scores were approximately Normally Distributed. Sketch a Normal Distribution curve
and label the approximate location of Katie score in the distribution.

10. At her 4-year old checkup, Stephanie was in the 75th percentile for height and the 45th percentile
for weight. Explain what each value means.
Height-

Weight-
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Appendix N
Teacher 13’s task, coded as procedures without connections
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Appendix O
Teacher 14’s task, coded as procedures without connections
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Appendix P
Coded Results
Cognitive

Teacher

Class

Task

Struggle

Response

Outcome

1

1

3

2

3

3

2

1

1

3

2

3

3

2

1

1

3

2
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1
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3

2

3

3

2

Demand
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1

1
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